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Library of Congress Cataloging
Disfribution Services, lgol-1976

Meny Kev DeNrrus GaNNrNc
C atalo gin g Distri b ution Seruic e

Library of Congress

The Library of Congress Cataloging Distribution Service (CDS), for-
nterly hnoun as the Card Diuision, has been the primary d.istributor
ol cataloging products produced by the library since 1901. products
sold include cards, proofslips, book catalogs, and. MARC tapes and
programs. The deuelopment and implementation of automation actiai-
ties in the tliuision haue enabled, CDS to prouide traditional seruices
in a ntore efficient and timely manner and it the same time to expand
these tradition.al seruices and to deuelop neru serarces.

-|aHI LIBRARY OF CONGRESS Cataloging Distribution Service
r (CDS), formerly known as the Card Diviiion, is the principal dis-

tribution agency fot catalog products created by the Library of Congress
(LC) , inclucling carcls, proofsheets, book catalogs, and magnetic rapes.

Cards

f'he oldest procluct is the card. Since 1901, the cataloging distribu-
tion service, which was then known as the Card Section of the Catalogue
Division, has been supplying carcls to libraries ordering titles by LC
number or by author/title. Later, standing orders based on series, lan-
guages, subjects, ancl/or all new cards also were accepted from individ-
uals and depository libraries. These same services are still available
today, although the methods for hanclling orders and printing cards
have changed.

In 1968, the optically readable order slip for handling card orders
was introducecl. Subscriber numbers for more than 30.000 libraries were
expandecl to incorporate a check cligit; and optical reading equipment
that could reacl numeric characters in twenry-seven difierent typewriter
fonts, the 1403 line printer font and the EISB bank encoding font, was
acquirecl. The equipment also reads handprint; indeed it was the proto-
type model with this particular feature. Revised ordering instructions

Manuscript receired August lg76; accepted for publication October 1976.
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and order slips preprinted with a customer's subscriber number were dis-
tributed to all current cusromers. Mrithin a short period of time, the new
slip gained wide usage and order handling improved markedly.

Although automation was introduced in CDS primarily to expeclite
the handling of individual orders, it also has been useful in the develop
ment of controls over the card titles maintained in inventory. Frequency
statistics on carcl titles ordered are used to reduce and realign the card in-
ventory on a regular basis by removing titles not frequently ordered. In
addition, other titles may be reinstated on the evidence of current de-
mand. Through these techniques, the CDS card inventory is maintained
at 500,000-600,000 titles. Automation also has made it possible to handle
more efficiently orders for titles not immediately available from the card
inventory. This is accomplished through the accumulation and daily
maintenance of disposition information. This disposition information
identifies the method of reproduction to be used (copyflo, photo-ofiset
or photocomposition, and offset printing) for titles not in the inventory;
it notes titles with preassigned cards numbers for which cards have not
yet been printed (these titles are placed in a maximum three-month
holding cycle); and it identifies titles that have been involved in any
card number conflict (these titles are routed to the Card Control Unit
within CDS for special manual handling) .

In 1971 another aspect of the card distribution system began to
evolve rvith the development of catalog card photocornposition pro-
grams. Programs were designed to extract the data required on the tradi-
tional catalog card from MARC machine-readable records; to insert
proper spacing, font style, point size, and other typesetting information;
to perform line-casting, including hyphenation; and to generate the ap-
propriate number of continuation cards required to accommodate a title
withqut creating unnecessary extra cards. In addition, these programs
have the unique capability to float diacritic marks, i.e., to provide for
the juxtaposition of an individual digitized character. For example, the
urnlaut cliacritic is ctrrrently used with a lowercase a and a lowercase e.-:
If it were determined that an umlaut might also be used with another
letter, positioning values for this diacritic in relation to the letter would
simply be added to the appropriate program tables.

Once the image of a card is formatted through these photocomposi-
tion programs, a pa$ing program is used to arrange ten cards on a page
approximately ten by fifteen inches in size. This digitized paging data
is fed into a photocornposition device called the VideoComp, which then
performs the actual photocomposition function by taking the data it re-
ceives antl, through the use of a light beam emanating from a cathode
ray tube, ransfering the cataloging data onto a film material. Once de-
velopecl, this film material is an oflset plate that is used directly on an
offset press to produce multiple copies of printed cards.

At the present time, photocomposed printed cards are used in filling
the needs of both LC and other libraries. The unit card is the main type
of card procluced. It is used (l) to fill depository set requirements (de-
pository sets consist of one copy of every newly printed card) ; (2) to fiIl
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new set requirements (new sets consist of one copy of every newly pdnt-
ed card in any of five categories: MARC titles, non-MARC titles, Eng-
lish-language titles, non-English-language titles other than Chinese,
Japanese, Korean, Hebrew, Near East and South Asian languages, or any
of the special language groups just noted); (3) to fill standing orders
fot specific subjects, languages, and series; (4) to supply inventory with
newly printed card titles that may be used to fill individual customer or-
clers; (5) to augment inventory with reprints of card titles that are
frequently ordered by customers; and (6) for control purposes within
CDS (one copy of each newly printed card is adcled to CDS's "Record
set," a numerically arranged card file of all titles ever prinred by the Li-
brary of Congress, and single copies of the unit card are also sent to
various other search files used within CDS) .

A second major type of card is the overprinted unit card. This for-
mat replicates the unit card with the addition of a heading printed at
the top of the card. These cards are produced only for internal LC
needs. Both unit and overprint cards are photocomposed and printed on
a daily basis.

A third major format consists of five card formats that are produced
for use in the manually assembled book catalogs prepared by the Cata-
log Publication Division of the Library of Congress. These formats in-
clude: (l) author main entry card (i.e., a unit card, except all leading
between paragraphs is removed and all cataloging data that is to appear
in the printed book catalog is set in the upperJeft-hand corner of the
card); (2) added entry cross-reference card (one card is generared for
each added entry in the machine-readable record, excluding subject,
series, and title added entries) ; (3) multiple surname cross-reference
carcl (one card is generated for each portion of each multiple surname
in the machine-readable recorcl that is used as a main entry or added en-
try, excluding subject and series name added entries) ; (4) subject head-
ing card (one heading card is generated for each Library of Congress
subject heading in the machine-readable record); and (5) monographic
series heading card (one heading card is generated for each monograph-
ic series, exclucling personal name series, in the machine-readable rec-
ord) . The author main entry, added entry cross-reference, and multiple
surname cross-reference card formats are photocomposed and printed
once every two weeks for inclusion in the National Union Catalog. The
main entry card format is also used in the Subject Catalog ar'd Mono-
graphic Series catalogs. The subject heading card format is photocom-
posed and printecl twice every quarter for use in the Subiect Catalog,
antl the monographic series card format is photocomposed and printed
once eaclr quarter for use in the Monographic Series catalog.

Of all of the cards photocomposed by CDS, the book catalog cards
result in some of the most significant savings for the Library of Con-
gress. In the case of all five book catalog formats, the cards are presorted
in an arrangement that can be filed directly into the manual card files
cumulated by the Catalog Publication Division in preparation for pul>
lishing a catalog. In the case of four cross-reference and heading for-
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mats, their very production is of immense help in that all of these cards
were previously prepared manually by Catalog Publication Division
personnel using IBM typewriters.

The fourth, and most recently designed, group of card formats is
the subject note and subject reference card formats generated from sub-
ject heading authority clata keyed by the Subject Cataloging Division.
These cards are photocomposecl and printed weekly.

The ofiset plate material on which all of these card images are photo-
composed has one advantage: the material used may be run on ofiset
presses located within the Card Production Unit of CDS or on oftset
presses located within the Library Branch of the Government Printing
Office at the CDS site. The only difference between the plates created for
the two presses is the amount of leader required before data set on a
page. The amount of leader is controlled by a parameter card used in
the paging program, a program that easily can be rerun if it is <le-
termined that a different group of presses than the ones originally select-
ecl are to be used for a specific batch of cards.

There are several advantages to using the presses located within CDS:
l. Cornputer filing arrangements can be maintained on the CDS

presses throughout the entire cycle of printing, cutting of the pages
into three-by-five cards, and collating multiple copies of three-by-
five cards. This is possible because a unique cutting and collating
device cleveloped by Tappan Automation is attached to each of the
oftset presses used in CDS. This device cuts a page of cards in half
lengthwise, utilizes trvo series of belts and rollers, the first of which
moves the two halves of the page until they are end to end and the
second of which moves the two halves at a ninety-degree angle
through cutters that separate the halves of tlr.e page into ten incti-
vidual cards, and accumulates these cards in hold pockets. After the
appropriate number of copies of each page of cards has been
printed, the cards are picked up from the pockets manually and
placed in boxes for distribution. A similar filing arrangement can-
not be maintained on GPO presses because all pages printed are
stacked in large groups and cut manually using a guillotine cutter.

2. Small quantities of cards can be printed on the CDS presses eco-
nomically because the CDS presses have a special pre-wetting cycle
that insures good first copy and thus the minimum of wastage. The
GPO presses do not have such a pre-wet cycle.

3. Administrati!'e control of the printing operation within CDS per-
mits a more immecliate response to specific requests, such as Process-
ing one type of card before another and handling reruns and other
special printing tasks.

At present, all new and newly revised MARC records for book, film,
map, and special rnaterials cataloged by the Division for thb Blind and
Physically Hanclicapped are photocomposed into card formats. Over-
print, book catalog, and authority cards for these materials are printed
on the CDS presses. The group of unit cards required for depository
sets, which are sorted according to title, also is printed on the CDS
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presses. All other unit cards, ineluding reprints, are photocomposed ancl
printed on the GPo presses. Howevei, ur new equipment is purchased,
or if one grou_p -of presses is not operational, tirere grorrpings can be
changed as needed.

There are several advantages to printing carcls from MARC recorcls

Proofsheets

Another olcl service still provided by cDS is the proofsheet service.
In the early years, this service rook rhe form of a ciriulating library of
card titles in proof form used by libraries subscribing to Library of
congress card services to become aware of new titles tliat courd be or-
dered from the Card Division.

comlnon fbr the proofsheet itself, or a photocopy of the proofsheet, to
become the basic local cataloging copy.
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\A/ith the advent of the machine-readable record and photocomposi-

Boolt CaLaIogs

puter filing." 
Since 1973, nil^t and, Other Materials lor Proiection has been pro-

clucecl entirely by automatic means, utilizing the following Procedures:
(l) all of the'titles to be included in the catalog are keyed,into machine-

r.i.lubl. forrn on a current basis; (2) all of the cross-references which

cannot be derivecl from the bibliographic record itself are keyed into

maclrine-readable form as the need for such a reference becomes aPPar-

various header ancl title records that are required, such as running
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VideoComp. In this instance, the VideoComp is used to transfer the
cataloging data onto a reversal film material rather than onto offset

In late 1974, a seconcl publication, the eighth edition of the Library
of Cong,ess Subject Headings, also was produced entirely by automated
means. Using data keyed by Subject Cataloging Division personnel and
machine-edited and manipulated by the MARC Development Office, CDS
performed the computer composition work in a manner similar to that

usecl to format the eleventh edition of this list; specifications and pro-
grarns for the Antorctic Bibliography also were developed in 1976, and
volume eight of the catalog was photocomposed in October 1976; for-
mats for an ISSAr-Key Title Register have been developed and will be
used in eafly 1977:. ancl printing changes brought about by the revision
of clrapter 12 of AACR for special materials will be incorporated into
the 1976 annual Film,s catalog. \itzhen all currenr LC cataloging is in ma-
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chine-readable form, it is likely that the National Union Catalog will be

photocomposed in its entirety.

Magnetic Tape Seruices

The newest group of services supplied by the cataloging Distribu-

tion Service is tne trleRC tape disiribution services for books, films,

maps, ancl serials. Book recordi received in CDS daily are accumulated

claiiy and distributed weekly. These records are distributed in two ser-

vices: a ,,Books (English) " service, which covers all newly verified Eng-

lish-language boot rJ.o.dr, and a "Books (All) " service, which covers all

newly rLrified book records in the English, French, German, Portuguese,

Spanlsh, Italian, Romanian, Afrikaans, Danish, Dutch, Estonian, Fin-

nish, Frisian, Icelandic, Norwegian, and Swedish languages' English-lan-

guage book records have been distributed since April 1969. . .." 
Fit- records. received in CDS three times a week, serial records, re-

ceivecl twice a week, ancl map'records, received once a week, are accumu-

lated weekly and distribured o.r.e every four weeks. The film service is

now in its fifth distribution year, and the map and serial services are

now in their fourth distribution years. All tapei included in all services

are available in 9-track 800 or t,bOO npi @iis per inch) or 7-track 556

bpi'
The clistribution cycle itself involves four steps: (l) the selection of

all records requiring distribution for a specifiC service^ (this selection

uses a control ht", .,itti.tt insures that the proper identifying codes that

should be associatecl with the recorcl u.e ,tted; ; 1Z; the conversion of

the selectecl records from the Library of Congress internal processing

format to the U.S. MARC II Communications formau (3) the printing

o[ an index and accompanying statistics of all records converted for

distribution; ancl (4) the prodiction of multiple copies of communica-

tions format tapes for distribution to subscribers.
This group of services has had a Sreater impact on-library work than

any other Service supplied by CDS, ai approximately 60 direct users and

more than 200 secondary users access MARC tape cataloging data for ac'

quisitions, reference, and cataloging needs.
As of April 1976, two new services were added:

l. MAR-C Distribution Service-Books (COMARC) '

Records in this service are entered into machine-readable form

from LC source cataloging by agencies other than the Library of

Congress. These records are sent to the Library o{ Congress' where

occeis points in each record are compared with $os1 
o.1 the coun-

t"rp".i recortl in LC's Official Catalog and updated ,if 
necessary'

on^ce errery four weeks, recorcls that hive been verified against the

o f f i c i a lCa ta logand tha t l r aveno tbeend i s t r i bu tedp rev ious l ya re
sent to CDS to be convertecl into the U'S' MARC II Communica-

tions format ancl sent to subscribers.
2. MARC Distribution Service-Books (Canada) '

Reco rds in th i sse rv i cecons i s to fb ib l i og raph i cen t r i es fo rmono-
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qraphs distributed weekly by the National Library of canada.
These records are received by cDS, accumutrated and converted into
the u.s. MARC II communications format, and dis*ibuted. to sub-
scribers once every four weeks. In addition, one file of all canadi-
an records distributed between January l9z5 and March 19?6 has
been created. The records in theie services have not been integrated
into the Library of congress MARC data bases tiur are maintained

similar.to Books (canada) are scheduled. for development when sharecl
cataloging excha-nge agreements are reached between the Library of
congress ancl other national libraries, creating national machine-iead-
able data bases.

Contputer Programs on Magnetic Tape

CDS also offers for sale two computer programs developed by LC to
expedite the manipulation of machini-reaainte uiutiographic records:

l. Format recognition.

lrrary of Congress.
2. T ibrary Sort Key (LIBSKED).

written for oS, the program creates sort keys (256 character rnaxi-
mum) for each LC Internal Processing Format reiord meeting the
selection requirement (s) indicated on control cards. More than one
sort key may be created for one record if more than one selection
condition exists in the record. Sorting of these records, based on
these sort keys, results in a file conforming to LC filing practices.

Summary

Services of the Caaloging Distribution Service have expanded great-
ly since cards were first distributed in 1901. proofsheets, 6ook cat;logs,

91$ aagnetic tapes are other vehicles of distribution currently in use.
Microforms and on-line services are expected in the future.
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IN MEMORIAM: WILLIAM H. KURTH

The members and consulranrs of rhe ALA RTSD Resources section Library

Materials Price Index Committee wish to pay special tribute to the late William

H. Kurth for his unique contributions to the develoPment of price indexes

Materials: Price Trend; of Publications, laid the foundations for all future

American price indexes.
After serving as chief of the Circulation Division at the National Library

of Medicine in 1962 and as Latin American bibliographer at the University

price indexbs.
Il{r. Kurth served as chairman o{ the American National Standards Institute

Z-39 Subcommittee, which drafted the American National Standard' Ctiteria

for Price Indexes lor Library llfiaterials. Published in 1974, this standard has

Leen officially adopted by the Library Materials Price Index committee. In

1974. Mr. Kurth recommended this standard as an international model to the

IFLA Committee on Statistics and Standards.
His work on price inilexes was only one facet of william Kurth's many

contributions to iibrarianship. The library world is greatly indebted to the

vision and work of William H. Kurth for the development of these indis-

pensable tools of library management.
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197 5 Library Microfilm Rares

I:vnn T. JAnruv
N ew spaper M icro filming C oor dinat or

The Library of Congress
Washington, D.C.

Table I lists fifty-seven selecrecl libraries in the United states and

Table 2 lists twenry-two selectecl libraries in the united states ancl
presents data on the rares charged for positive microfilm in lg7b by
nineteen of them. The lg75 rate;for thirieen of these libraries were ob-
ItI.q by telephone since they dicl not quore rates for tabulation in the
1976 Directory. The rates quoted are for B5mm positive microfiIm per
foot.

, Table 3 compares the 1975 negative and positive microfilm rate in-
dexes for selectecl u.s. libraries with the lg60 and lgTz microfilm rate
indexes. Earlier editions of the Directory clistinguished between rates
for bound and unbouncl rnateriars ancl newspapei. rne rg76 Directory
lists only a single rate for each institution. Aiso^, as with trre indexes for
other forms of library materials, the base period of 1957-b9 has been

Manuscript received and accepted for-prrblication tr{arch lg77
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TABLE I

lgT5RernsronNrcerrvn]Vlrcr.orr lurlSrrrcrtnU.S.LrsR'enrrs
(E5vu run Exeosunt)

:

Symbol Institution 1975 Rates

AU
CPT
ccc
CSmH
CSt
CU
CLU
CoU
CtY
DLC
DNA
FU
GU
ICarbS
ICU
IU
IaAS
IaU
KyU
LU
T,IdBJ
MdU
NIWA
N{H
N,fCN,I
N{iU
N,IiDW
NIntJ
MoU
NbU
NJP
NmU
NNC
NIC
NN
NRU
NcD
NcU
OCI
ocH
oku
OKTU
OrU
PPAmP

. 3 2 8 '

$.058
.O7AB
.06A
.105A

BCD
. t 2
. l0B
.05
.10
.07
. t 0
.05B
.06

BC
.06
.06
.04
.04
.068
.054,{B
.06
.10
. l88AB
.08
.06
.08

BCD
.085
.05

tsC
.06B
.05
. 1 0
.O8AB
. 1 0

BC
.07
.05

BC
.IOAB
.03

BC
.032A'8
.05

University of Alabama
California Institute of Technology
Claremont College
Henry E. Huntington LibrarY
Stanford University
University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Los Angeles

University of Colorado
Yale University
Library of Congress
National Archives
University of Florida
University of Georgia
Southern Illinois UniversitY
University of Chicago
University of Illinois
Iowa State UniversitY
University of Iowa
University of Kentucky
Louisiana State UniversitY

Johns Hopkins UniversitY
University of Maryland
American Antiquarian SocietY
Harvard University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
University of Michigan
Wayne State University
University of Minnesota
University of Missouri
University o{ Nebraska
Princeton University
University of New l\ fexico
Columbia University
Cornell University
New York Public LibrarY
Univcrsity of Rochester
Duke University
University of North Carolina
Cleveland Public Library
Hebrew Union College
University of Oklahoma
University of Tulsa
University of Oregon
American Philosophical SocietY

Librar"t Resources b Technical Seruices



IABLE 1 (cont.)

Symbol Inst i tut ion 1975 Rates

PSt
PU
TNJ
TxLT
TxU
TxAuP
UPts
ViU
ViBIbV
vi
WaU
WvU
WHi

.05

. 1 0

.05

.06

.085AB
BC

.0228

.06
BC

. l0B

.O5AB
BD
BC

3.2510
.0706

r43.2048

Pennsylvania State University
University of Pennsylvania
Joint University Libraries
Texas Tech University
University of Texas
Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary
Brigham Young University
University of Virginia
Virginia Polytechnic Inst i tute
Virginia State Library
University of Washington
West Virginia University
Wisconsin State Historical Society

TOTAL:
AVERAGE RATE:

INDEX VALUE:

Legend: A Averaged
B Respondetl to letter or telephone

f |,ljt-ltlg_Jaciliriesr ,firmiig discontinrred; or filming only for in-house use.L, .rttmtng arrarrged with commercial firm

abandoned in favor of the new base period of 1967_69. For
rate index purposes, rhe rates quoted in the 1969 edition of
tory ltave been utilized as the niw base period for computing
ues.

microfilm
the Direc-
index val-

The prices are definitely minimum rates and should be considered
typical for small orclers without complications. Many libraries adcl
charges for -spools and boxes; establish minimum charfe. per volume,
item, or-order; ancl/or set additional charges for manu"scriit, pictorial,
rare book, ancl other ma-terial requiring rp.iiut handling, or'fo.'.rorr.o.r-
secutive runs,.filming double-pag" -it"ii"l in single-[age format, for
customer_ specifications, for scrapbook, map, and simiiar" material, for
camera changes required by fold-out charts or variations in material for-
mat. etc.

. 
Figrrre I presents the 196g, 1g72, and l9Z5 index values in graphic

form. From the available data, a projection of future index varues is
made using median 'alues of the-.riguiin. ancl positive rates. The graph
projects a media. rate increase for positive miirofilm of r3.3 and 15.9

ds, respectively. Also shown is a me-
rofi lm of I l.3 and lZ.7 percent for
ively. The reader is cautioned that
led on past and present market con-

tin'e to be a factor in the future. 
' that inflationary pressures will con-

The index value for negative microfilm rates increased lz.B percent
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TABLE 2

lgT5RerssronPosttrvnNlrcnortt .vtr. ISrl-rcrroU.S.Lrnn,rntns
(35rulr rnn Foor)

Symbol Institution 1975 Rates

CU
CLU
DLC
DNA
ICU
LU
N,IH
MiU
MoU
NNC
NIC
N N
ocl
ocH
OrU
UPB
ViU
viBlbv
Vi
WaU
WvU
wHi

University of California, Berkeley $'15
University of California, Los Angeles 'l0B

Library oi Cottgt"tt '10

National Archives '098

AVERAGE RATE: .1189
INDEX VALUE: 123'8541

Legend: A Averaged- 
B Resoonded to letter or telephone
e N-;hi;ifi tu.iti,i..;- filmirig discontinued; or filming only for in-house use

D Filming airanged with commercial'firm
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TABLE 3
INnrx or U.S. Lrrneny Mrcnor.rr,u Rerrs

Negative microfilm
(35mm per exposure) 1969 1972 r975

Average rate
Index value
Percent + or -

100.0
0

r25.9
+25.9

$ .0706
r43.2
+17.3

.0493 $ .0621

Positive Microfilm
(35mm per foor) 1969 t972 r975

Average rate
Index value
Percent + or -

$ .0960
100.0

0

$ .0839
87.4

-12.6

$  . 1 1 8 9
123.9
+86.5

GRAPTUC DISPI.AY OF U.S. UBRARY MCROF'IIM RATES

r.80

770

r.60

150

t40

130

120

110

100

90

80

19?5 19?8 1981
Figure I

Graphic Display of .U.S. Library Microfllm Rates
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LIBRARY ORDERS FOR MICROFORAIS

The American Library Association has recently published:

American Library Association. Bookdealer-Library Relations Committee' Guide-

Iines f or Han'd.Iing Library orders for xl'crof orms. (Acquisitions Guidelines'

no. 3). Chicago: ,A.mericin Library Assn',  1977' $l '95' ISBN 0-8389-3193-6'

LC 76-58322

production processes or comPare formats.' 
The publication may be orderetl from order Department, American Library

,\ssociat iou, 50 E. Huron St.,  Chicago, IL 60611.
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Linear Programming and
Library Delivery Systems

Crlenr,rs R. McCrune
Assistant Professor

School ol Library Science
Uniaersity of Ohlahoma

Norrnan, Ohlahoma

Basic linear programming techniques can proaide library d,ecision
makers zuith a powe$ul tool to increase the efficiency of many trad.i-
tional library operations. Hozreaer, librarians must firpt accept .re-
sponsibility lor deaeloping some competency with basic rnathematical
procedure.s in order to utilize such techniques and to insure that such
decision-making tools are properly applied for a specific situation. An
example ol hozo one basic line ar programming technique can be
utilized to improae the effi.ciency for deliaery of material in a library
systern ilt prouided.

TN RECENT YEARS libraries have started to take advantage of linear
I programming techniques in analyzing a wide range of library prob-
lems. For a number of managerial decisions, mathematical programming
can provide a firm basis for determining the relationship between cer-
tain variables ancl costs. Generally, linear programrning analyzes a prob-
lem within the following framework: (l) there is some objective to be
attained, such as maximum profit, minimum cost, or minimum time for
the system being studied; (2) there is a large number of variables to be
handled simultaneously; and (3) there is a large number of possible in-
teractions between variables.r With librarians becorning more oriented
to systems and operations research, the linear programming and mathe-
matical modeling approach lras become more common as a tool for de-
cision makers in itre tirger academic, public, and federal li6raries.

Linear programming techniqu€s wer€ largely introduced by the gov-
ernm€nt in the 1950s, and industrial engineers were quick to pick up the
procedures for use in the private sector. Only in the last five to ten years
have librarians turned to rnathematical programming. However, with the

frl""*.ript receire<l Sntf iO:;; accepted for prublication February 19?6.
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current economic slow-down and resulting competition for scarce finan-
cial resources, librarians have found linear programming and other
types of mathematical programming to be valuable devices for justify-

ing budgetary changes. A number of recent articles have discussed li-

brary applications for linear progtamming in such areas as interlibrary
loans and networks,2 centralized delivery syst€ms,3 journal selection,a and

compacr book storage.s Additional applications are summarized ancl dis-

cussed in Libt"ary Planning und Decision-Mahing Systems.6
At the outset, it should be stressed that such programming techniques

are designecl to be usecl 4s tools for the decision r-naker. The use of

linear, goal, and other forms of mathematical programming does not
absolvelhe decision maker from making a decision; rather, they are in-

tendecl to aid him in making that clecision from an objective basis. How-
ever, in the recent rush to apply mathematical models and mathematical
thinking to library decision making, "simplified" techniques.have been

devetop-ed ancl publishecl for librarians whb are generally uninitiated to

the linear programming jargon and who do not have a mathematical
background. one such example of a "simplified" procedure has been re-

porta by Heinritz and Hiiao.? Other examples of applications in

which operations research specialists apply mathematical techniques to

library operations in an oveisimplifiecl framework also can be found in

the literature.E
Although such presentations serve a useful purpose by initiating li-

brarians into mathimatical thinking as a basis for decision making, it is

important that simplifications not be achieved at the cost of inaccurate

or inappropriate descriptions of the techniques being suggested' It is

simply'not possible to present mathematical iechniques that do not call

fof ihe use of utty -uthe.natics on the part of the decision maker. Li-

brarians rnust face reality and spend some time learning basics of

mathernatics ancl model building. This is not to say that librarians must

all become advancecl mathematicians in order to oPerate the library;

basic competencies with statistical procedures and at least algebra are re-

quired foi clecision rnakers to urilize basic approaches of linear pro-

grammi.rg. Otherwise, categorical acceptance of some of the procedures

6utlinecl i.-n ,".".rt library literature concerning mathematical techniques

for decision makers can cause more harm than good.
The problem to which Heinritz and Hsiao address themselves is fre-

quently ieferred to as the "traveling salesman" problem.e A salesman,

sta.ti.tg at any given city, wants to visit each of a, specific set of pre-

determ'ined citieJ 1o. nodes) once and only once and then return to the

original srarting point upon rermination of the tour. Simply stated, the

protl"* is in ihat ordei should he visit the various nodes to minimize

ihe total clistance or cost of the rour? Complex programming techniques

have been appliecl to this problem, and a simple algorithm to,determine

the optimuir routing has not been cleveloped. The applicability of this

typ. of problem t<, 1ib."ty sysrems, which must deliver such things a-s

books, equipment, pto..tiittg, or even mail among the individual li-
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must be delivered to libraries B through I. The problem is to determine
the optimum (in this case, the least total distance) solution, that is, the
specific route the clelivery vehicle should follow to go to each branch
once ancl return to its starting point. Figure I represents the cost matrix
between the various nodes as described by Heinritz and Hsiao. It should
be noted that the numbers in the matrix can be interpreted as either the
distance or the cost for this example. Furthermore, the costs between li-
brary A and library A, etc., are placed to be infinitely large, since it is
nonsensical to travel from a node to itself; thus, these squares will not
be considered when cletermining the optimum route to follow.

Heinritz and Hsiao clescribe their procedure for determining the
route as follows:

Pick the row Ifrom the matrix] represenring your starting point. On this row
locate and circle the lowest cost. In the example the starting point would be
row A, representing the main library, and the circled lowest cost would be 0.8,
in colum I.1r

They continue by noting that after determining that branch I was the
first stop, the seconrl leg clearly would begin at branch I. A similar itera-
tion for row I is then done, as was accomplished with row A, except for
making certain not to circle a square for either column A or I, since a
node that has already been visited must be bypassed. By completing this

Figure I
Cost Coefficients Between Libraries A-I.
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A
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G
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I
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Figure 2
Solution. (Heinritz-Hsiao Method, Start Node A)

procedure throughout the matrix, it can be found that their "near oPti-

r{lum" rour i$ A : I - D * C - F - B - H - E - G - A. The di.stance for this

tour is 24.8 (see Figure 2) .
Although Heinritz and Hsiao note that solutions from such a Proce-

dure.shoul.-d be considered as near optimum, there is a wide range of

near optim:um solutions for this problem, depending upon which start-

ing node is used. Listecl below are the resuliant routes (any of which

.oild b. started and stopped at A) and their corresponding distances, de-

pending upon which node is used as the starting point'

l .

9

3.

4.

5 .

b .

1

8.

9.

to.

ROUTES

A - I - D - C - F - B - H -

B - F - C - A - I - D - H -

C - A - I - D - H - F - B -

C - F - B - H - A - I - D -

D - A - I : E - H - C - F -

E  *  I  -  A  - D  -  C .  F  -  B -

F - B _ H - C - A - I - D -

G - I - A _ D - C - F - B -

H - C - A - I - D - E - G -

I - A _ D - C _ T - B - H -

COST
COEFFICIENTS

E  - c - A  2 4 . 8

E  - c - B  3 0 . 1

E  - G -  C  2 9 . 8

E  - G -  C 1 2  2 6 . 3

B  - G -  D  2 8 . 6

H  -  G -  E  2 4 . 8

E - G- F 28.7

H - E - G  2 3 . 8

F - B - H  2 8 . 1

E -  G-  I  23 .8

INF 4.8 9 n t . 6 2.8 J . J 4.9 2.3 (@
4.8 INF 3.6 5.6 6.8 t . 9 9.6 (D 5.6

2.0 3.6 I N F 2.  l . 4.3 @ 6.3 2 .1 2.4

1"6 5.6 CrD I N F 4.0 4 . 1 4.3 3.5 t . 9

2.8 6.8 4.3 4.0 I N F 6.2 GD 4 . 1 2.2

3.3 !E 2.O 4.1 6.2 INF 8.3 2 .3 4.5

@ 9.6 6.3 4.3 4.3 8 .3 INF 7 . 1 4.2

2 .8 2.8 2 . 1 3.5 GD 2 . 3 7.r INF 2.9

0.8 5.6 2.8 @ 2.2 +.I) 4.2 2.9 INF
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It will be noticed that the range of possible solutions varies from a low
o! 23.8 to a high of 30.1-a considerable difierence. The assumption
that the decision maker must begin this procedure at node A to .deter-
mine a near-optimum solution is incorrect. Once any closed-path route
is identified (regardless of the node one uses as a starring point to iden-
tify it), actual starting-stopping places can be chosen by the decision
maker depending on other circumstances (such as facilities to house the
clelivery vehicle, etc.) .

The major problem with this simplistic procedure is conceptual in
nature. In actual practice, it makes no difierence what node is used as a
starting point to identify the near-optimum route. Once a route has
been determined, that is, a completed route satisfying the constraints of
(l) visiting each node once and only once and (2) returning ro the orig-

inal starting point, any node joined by the parh can be considered as a
possible point of origin.

To make the Heinritz-Hsiao procedure more useful, the library de-
cision maker should solve the problem using various nodes as points of
origin to determine a set of possible routes from which the best can be
chosen. Figure 3 represents an illogical route thar the administrator
woulcl have determined as near optimum by using node B as the starting
point. Figure 4 shows the actual optimum route for the problem, which
can be determinecl if either node G or node I is used as a starting point.
Both of these figures graphically represent the conceptual error with the
Heinritz-Hsiao procedure. With single delivery systems, it makes no dif-
ference rvhere the starting point is to determine the optimum route.
Once the optimum route is determined, any nocle can be considered to
be a starting point.

By now it is evident that the complexity of traveling-salesmen-type
problerns is due to the great number of possible routes that can be iden-
tifiecl. One rnust also realize that the example being discussed in this pa-
per (which is an imaginary library system presented from the Heinritz-
Hsiao discussi<ln) is simplistic and includes only a limited number of
nodes. In one recent linear programming application to determine the
optirnuilr routing and scheduling pattern, more than 700 nodes were in-
cluclecl.la Obviously, a cost matrix 700 x 700 is not suitable to manual
solution by procedures as describecl for the library system represented in
Figure l; but if the nurnber of nodes is small, a cost matrix can be com-
puted as was clone in the example given by Heinritz and Hsiao.

f'o rnake the solution more optimum, the decision maker should first
draw or trace a map to scale, indicating the location of the various nodes
in the system, and employ the procedure described in this paper to de-
termine various possible routes. By starting the solution using the
farthest removecl nodes as points of origin (regardless of the actual
starting-stopping point), the optirnum routes are more likely to be de-
termined first. Ideally, the clecision maker should compute the routes and
their resulting cost for each of the nodes as points of origin. This does
not take as much time as one might imagine, ancl dre resulting minimi-
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zation of costs by locating the optimum route would make the extra
thirty minutes spent a moit profiiable investment-especially since such
routes would be fixed for long periods of time as members of the system
do not change frequently.

One other misieading notion described by Heinritz and Hsiao is their

method to make certain that the resultant route from circling cost cells

G

Figure 3
Illogical Routers

(start B)

G

Figure 4
Actual Optimum Route

(start G or I)
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Figure 5
Example of "Short-Circuited" Solution

G
Figure 6

Graphic Representation of "Short-Circuited': Solution
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actual route before tabulating its cost coefficient to make certain that it

fulfills the two constraints of (l) visiting each node once and only once
and (2) returning to the original starting point.

Although the application of cost matrices and the computing of op-
timum delivery routes may be useful and Perhaps even provide amuse-

ment for those who feel a need to demonstrate their mathematical

ables.
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\  
TO L IBRARY

FROlF\
\ . { B c D E F G H I v

Fl

.l)

A-V Laboratory |
at Library B

t 5 I 8 l 4 l 2 4 9 l 9
6

A-Y Labontory 2
at Library F

9 n 5 t 0 r 9 I 5 1 2
I I

A-V Laboratory 3
at l-ibrary H

t 6 I I 1 4 5 7 I r b
l 0

(SLACK)

DEMAND I l 8 4 2 l 6 I I {

Figure 7
Typical Linear Programming Format

ber l5 in the top lefr cell indicates that the cost coemcient to deliver ma-
terial between the AV laboratory ar library B and library A is fifteen.

It should be noted that "slack" variables have been introduced into

determine which library would not receive its request. Because the use
of slack variables is simply a merhod to balance supply and demand and
are in fact nonexistent, their corresponding cost coemcient is zero. There
is no cost associated with not delivering a projector. The use of slack
variables allows the problem format to be easily changed to meet the
supply and demand from specific libraries or even the contingencies of
broken projectors!

Simply stated, the problem is: which audiovisual laboratories should
provide how many projectors to which libraries at the least possible de-
livery cost? It is to such problems as rhis, with many variables, con-
straints, and capacity requirements that linear programming works to its
true sfength. Those who work in large library systems will recognize the
similarity of this type of "distribution" problem to many other related
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problems that ddily confront the library decision maker.
The solution to this problem is presented in Figure 8. A circled

number in a cell indicates the number of projectors that will be taken
to a given library from a specific AV laboratory. For instance, the 2 in
the second cell down of the first column on the left indicates that the
AV laboratory at F will take two projectors to library A. To determine
the total cost for the problem, one simply multiplies the number of
items actually delivered to a library (the circled number) by the cost co-
efhcient for that particular cell. Thus, the total cost for delivery of these

ing these three constraints can be done through an inspection and itera'
tion procedure.

As an example, we notice that library A needs two projectors (ry9
Figure 8). Given a choice between the cost coefficients of 15, 9, or 16,

one woulcl choose 9 because it is less. Checking the total supply of AV
laboratory F, we find that it has eleven Projectors available so we can Put
a 2 in that cell indicating that both projectors will be delivered to library
A from AV laboratory F. By simply using this inspection process for

each library (iteration) and fulfilling the column and row constraints,
we can obtain a near-optimum solution.

-_._ To LIBRARY

FRoIvI-\\ A B c D E F c H I

x
c

U

F.l

v)

A-V Laboratory I
at Library B

t 5 d d t 4 6 I o' I l 9 o 6

A-V Laboratory 2
at Library F eq d l 0 l 9 d I 5 6 l l

A-V Laboratory 5
at Library H

l 6 I T d t 4 5 n

d l 5
t 0

(SLACK)

DEMAND 8 4 2 I I 6 I Y
27\

Figure 8

Solution to Example Problem
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To obtain the optimum solution for this problem or any other de-
livery problem that can be described in the format presented in Figure
7, a basic linear programming technique called the steppingstone method
can be utilized. This method simply formalizes the process described in
the above paragraph by using an algorithm (repetitive set of formal in-
structions) that identifies which cells in the matrix can be improved by
systematically comparing the costs for delivery from different sources.
An undetstanding of high school algebra is required to utilize this meth-
od that has been described excellently in a straightforward and clear ex-
position elsewhere.l6

Once the problem has been solved and the specific libraries have been
identified to receive deliveries, the actual route of the delivery can be de-
termined by a procedure discussed in the first part of this paper. It
should be stressed that linear programming goes one step further than
the routing problem by determining which. libraries will deliver ftozr
many items to other libraries at the least cost.

The example given in this paper is used only to provide a simple
representation of the problem-solving capabilities of linear progr:am-
rning. The size of the matrix easily could be expanded to include more
libraries and more distribution points or to allow for contingencies or
capacity for the delivery mechanism. The strength of the linear pro-
gramming technique is its ability to handle large numbers of variables
and constraints at the snnte time and. to provide one optimum solution.
In addition, computer programs exist at many,universities or large mu-
nicipalities where the problem can be solved simply by inputing the
necessary data.

Because linear programming provides mathematical solutions to
rnany common library problems, it provides a strong basis to justify or
rnodify existing programs ancl to predict the minimum costs associated
with the operation. Although librarians frequently assert that many li-
brary services and operations cannot be quantified, linear programming
can aid the decision maker to determine optimum benefit or minimum
cost. Intelligent use of this powerful tool will permit Iibrarians to
quantify costs and benefits of existing operations as well as to Plan for
future operations.
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CHECKLIST FOR COMATERCIAL PROCESSING SERVICES

The Checklist for Commercial Processing Seruices, prepared by the RTSD
Commercial Processing Services Committee for the I977 Detroit Conference pro-
gram, was distributed at that time. As a result of the program, the comrrlittee
will make additions to it. Since the program workshop, others have requesced
copies of the Chechlist, and comments regarding it are welcome and solicited
from the profession. Copies may be obtained from Dallas R. Shawkey,
Brooklyn Public Library, 109 Nlontgomery St., Brooklyn, NY 11225.
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Serials Processing: Manual Control
vs. Automation.

Hurernr Peul
Serials Librarian

University ol Oregon Library

Sertals files, eaen large one.t, can be maintained efficiently by manual
methods. Loss of control is due to lack of good management, not lack of
computers. Eight problem areas are discussed: (1) decentralizati,on ol rec-
ords, (2) duplication ol processing, Q) personnel policies, (4) claiming,
(5) payments and renewals,,(6) replacentents and d,uplicates, (7) un-
identified pieces, (8) recording of receipt. The breakdown of manual
procedures is not in itself sufficient reason for introducing automation.

rfaIME AND TIME AGAIN in reading about automation of serials,
^ we fincl the irnplication that automation 'was necessary because of

problems with manual control. It is generally believed rhar the larger a
serials file becomes the more unmanageable it gets to be.r Libraries have
been known to decide to computerize serials because manual control was
felt to be rapidly deteriorating. It is high time ro set the record srraight.
The truth is that serials can be controlled very efficiently in a manual op-.
eration. Automation of serials raay produce additional service to patrons
and this may be a valid reason for computerization. But to say that auto-
mation of serials procedures is necessary because of lack of control in
a manual system is completely wrong.

This persistent fallacy has come about, not only because of a naive
faith in the computer, but also-and mainly-because of misconcep-
tions about serials that have caused grossly inefficient handling. The ex-
perienced handler of periodicals, serials, and continuations eventually
becomes aware of the following causes for inefficiency in processing.

Decen traliuttion of Recot'ds

There is a great temptation for departments of an academic library,
and especially for branch libraries, to ser up their own shop. The idea
is to be self-sufficient and independent. Issues of titles under the wings

Trianuscilpt received February 1976; acceptecl for publication May 1976.
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of the particular department or branch should go straight from the pub-
lisher to the little empire, with no detour and no delay. A hold-up of

even one day at a centralized serials file is intolerable. And what is more,

the branch should of course have its own complete records of receipt,

binding, etc. Patrons are constantly asking for these details, and there is

nothin[ quite as heavenly as that all-round, self-sufficient, know-it-all
branch library.

The truth is rather that there is nothing quite as inefficient. Decen-

paid for. Or technical processing routinely pays, while the -branch 
has re-

ieived nothing for the past rhree years or so. It's things like these that

make publishers and subscription agents wonder about librarians'
Much more could be said about the evils of decentralization of seri-

with this confusion, until a shortage of stafi made the division lePent.

Now the science titles are back agaii in the central serials file, where they

were absorbed without any additional time required.

Duplication of Processing

Another very inefficient ancl even more wasteful situation exists when

there is indeed centralized processing of serials, but divisions and

branches record receipt o.tce *ore. In other words, they duplicate Por-
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tions of the central serials record. This sin, too, is committed in the
name of independence and self-sufficiency. There is no need for branch
librarians to duplicate rhe central serials record. All that is needed is a
small file listing titles and call numbers of serials in the branch, location
within the branch, and perhaps indication of volumes at the bindery.
Duplicate recording of receipt of issues or "check-in" is not necessary;
the truth is that if a patron is looking for a current issue and it is not
on the shelves and not on a record of items checked out, then the item
probably has not yet been received by the centralized processing unit. So
let's not call a manual system inadequate because it does not produce a
list of current receipts.

Personnel Policies

Manual systems easily can turn sour because of faulty personnel pol-
icies. Very often the check-in process is entrusted to student assistints
or clerks of the lowest rank. Couple this with a minimum of training
and strpervision, add a high rate of turnover, and the result is man-made
chaos. The check-in process is important and more complicated than the
layperson realizes. This is so because of three important facrors: (l) the
woeful lack of consistency and discipline on the part of publishers
(confusing numbering, dating, title changes, nondistinctive titles, etc.);
(2) the complicated marking and routing, brought about by the at-
tempts-sometimes overzealous-of librarians to make serials accessible
in what is perceivecl as the most logical way, taking into account the
widely varying nature of the material; and (3) the numerous problems
and irregularities brought about by the nature of serials. The situation
being what it is, we had better steer clear of student assistants and low-
Ievel clerks for the check-in function. If we don't and things get messy,
we must blame ourselves. not the manual svstem.

Supervisors also err when they have checkers (the people who record
receipt, mark, and route issues of periodicals and serials) try to become
familiar with the entire file in an attempt to create the "all-round" em-
ployee. This is a waste of time. The checkers should be in charge only
of certain letters of the alphabet, so rliat they become thoroughly fa-
rniliar with their own portion of the file. On the other hand, extreme
specialization can lead to lower productivity and quality. Checkers
should have some diversion, such as opening mail, searching other files
in casi of unidentified pieces, etc. Flere again, manual systems have been
blamed for creating drudgery, while in reality uncreative and inflexible
librarians and paraprofessionals are at fault.

Claiming

The claiming of issues paicl fbr but not received is an important
part of serials work requiring many hours each week. Checkers spot
issues not received as they record receipt of other issues of the same
publication. Such cases present no problem to alert checkers. Problems
arise when issues of a title stop coming in altogether. When no issues
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come in. checkers have no occasion to look at the records of such titles.
In order to detect such cases, it is necessary to Perform systematic claim'

a "serials fiIe.")
To keep up with this tight schedule of systematic claiming, we use

plastic signals-that move from left to right along the bottom- of each

iard. Wlien the checker records receipt of a quarterly, the signal for

one of these positions, that is, still in or around the middle of the card,
is suspect. Ar<lund August the tabs should be on the rightJrand side of

the card, never on the left.
When it's time to search for nonreceipt of periodicals, the searcher

pulls out a Kardex drawer holding about fifty-five titles and sees in a

-"tte. of seconds which carcls need examination. Semiannuals, which by

blind or invisible "ferris wheel" file.
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sues had not been received in the meanrime. Further, the three-by-five
slips had to tre refiled in the serials file to indicate pieces being claimed.
A copy of the actual claim forrn rvas filed iu a separate claims tub.
When a claimecl issue arrived. the checker would draw a line across the
claim slip and give it to the t,vpist who would then search for the corfe-
sponding copy of the actual claim fbrm and discard it.

It was an elaborate proceclure causing a lot of delay and a lot of fil-
ing. So we decided to eliminate the three-by-five claim slip and have each
checker type claims each day. \Ve no longer keep copies of claims. A
small red "c" in the space for the missing issue on the serials record is
the only sign that a claim is outstanding. The follow-up on outstanding
claims is the regular systematic claiming procedure. Agents' lists of out-
standing claims can also be helpful. When a claimed issue comes in, we
clraw a slash through the red "c," indicating the claimed piece has ar-
rivecl. So-no more filing of three-by-five slips, no more filing of copies
of claims, no rnore pulling or weecling copies in the "outstanding claims
fiIe." This whole file has been eliminated, and claims go out the same
day nonreceipt has been discovered. Even if we do miss a few pieces
rvith our new and much less complicated claiming system, there's always
the possibility of clepending on second-hand clealers to provide the miss-
ing items or relying on interlibrary loan. \{/e must carifully weigh the
cost of overcautiousness, as in the case of our former elaborate claiming
procedures, against the cost of a few more replacement issues that may
possibly be the result of streamlined proceclures.

Paymenls and Renewals

Another area in which manual processing is consistently under attack
is the matter of subscription renewals and payments. Here the subscrip-
tion agent, the person who stancls between librarian and publisher and
who renders a valuable service to both, enters the picture. It is regret-
table tlrat a number of publishers refuse to deal with subscription agen-
cies. f'heir policy produces problems for serials librarians, for the more
subscriptions placed with agents the better, in both manual and automat-
e(l systems. The so-called "direct" subscriptions (direct between library
ancl publisher) require separate payments, and each subscription needs
to be flagged. Even with nonautomated processing, the subscriptions in-
volved can be pinpointecl fairly easily via manual punched card systems,
but it is needless extra work.

The choice of agents also presents problems in medium-sized and
Iarge academic libraries. If a single agent is chosen, the library runs the
risk of becoming a captive consumer and facing a complicated change-
over to other agents in the event of neglect by the agent and resulting
deteriorating relations. On the other hand, if the library employs too
rnany subscription agents, there is the chance that no agency will have
enough business to make their account worthwhile. The library may save
some money on subscription service or handling charges but lose the
gooclwill and care of the ag€nts. When a subscription agent no longer
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cares about a particular library account but continues to handle it, an
enormous amount of work will be in store for serials personnel in the

form of unanswered correspondence and claims, subscription and pay-
ment problems that somehow never get straightened out, etc. Don't

blame nonautomated serials processing for it. Such protllems would per-
sist no matter how sophisticated a comPuterized system were in use.

Another thorn in the flesh is the so-called "agent's annual renewal

Replacements and. Duplicates
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anymore, several second-hand dealers could not produce it, but now,
hurrah, it's on library X's duplicate exghange list. Things can be done
this way, but is it worth the time and efiort?

Unid,entified Pieces or "Snags"

scription orders in the serials file, by having rhe mosr essential cross-ref-
erences in the serials file, and by putting clearly written, dated, and
initialed notes in the serials records wherever potential trouble may be
expected. Yet it is surprising to see how often notes are lacking altogeth-
er or are written so poorly that different interpretations are possible. The
computer forces us to be consistent, uniform, and disciplined; there is
no reason to be sloppy in a manual system either.

Here, too, faulty use of personnel can hamper the process. Limiting
clerks rigidly to check-in assignments can be quite harmful. There are
benefits in mass production and division of labor, but when we adhere
to these concepts without regard to human endurance, we end up with
lower rather than higher productivity. Serials processing, like any as-
sembly line operation, can easily result in mental fatigue. We must be
flexible. Take the checkers off the assembly line for scheduled- periods
or an hour or more each day. Have them do some work belou their level,
such as opening of mail; some at their level, such as the typing of
claims; an<l some aboae their level, such as snag searching. There are
some who enjoy the challenge of problem solving and, if so, let them do
it. There are others who don't like it, so don't insist on it. For higher
level snag searching, there's nothing like experienced paraprofessionals
or serials librarians who are thoroughly familiar with their files and
with serials in general. Consequently, whereas reasonable personnel turn-
over at the lower levels is desirable, the opposite is true at the higher
echelons. Here, too, sensible personnel policies can make manual pro-
cessing more effective than it usually is.

Recording of Receipt

Recording of receipt or "check-in" is the most important and most
time-consuming part of the entire serials process. The 16,000 titles at the
University of Oregon Library produce about 72,000 pieces per year. The
great majority of them are checke in without any problems, but there
is a small minority that are potential time wasters. A good note worded
simply and clearly can do wonders; without it, the same problems and
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confusion about the title may come up year after year. Any type of spe-
cial handling can be done smoothly as long as instructions are clear. Not
only the "how" but a short explanation as to the "why" can save a lot of
frustration. One may have such apparently odd cases as two subscrif-
tions to the same periodical, to be explained by a note that one copy is
for library use and one copy is to be used for exchange purposes with
the Soviet Union. The potential mix-ups are easy to visualize, but man-
ual processing need not be cumbersome if the "how" and "why" are Pre-
sented in words that do not allow for difierent interpretations.

The use of all kinds of stamps, stars, and gold dots for marking and
routing results in more wasted time. At the University of Oregon Li-
brary, we used to laboriously peel a dot ofi a roll and adorn call numbers
with them to indicate pieces for restricted areas. Now the checkers sim-
ply add a little circle with the call number that has to be written out
anyway-all in one motion. We used to stamP "bd" on the record for

volumes as they were returned from the bindery, but it finally occurred
to us fhat a quick slash through the volume number on the serial record
saves time and space as well. In this connection one remembers Vesenyi's
suggestion of miny years ago that publishers leave a blank square inch

"t"iit" 
upperJeft-hand. corner of issues of journals for the addition of

call numbers.s A good idea, but alas, "standardization" and "efficiency"

are words seldom found in publishers' dictionaries.a And, sorry to say,
sources of library literature are no exception to this general rule'

Finally, in check-in activities, att€mpts to be independent, to "find
out for yourself," may result in needless exPense. It is much cheaper to
have a cataloger/bibliographer with language exPertise handle Japanese'
Chinese, Rusiian, ancl othir nonroman alphabet materials than to have

clerks, paraprofessionals, or librarians without such expertise struggle
with the materials.

Iltthy Automate?
'I-his 

article has identifiecl eight areas related to serials processing in

rvhich problems persist, whether manual or comPuterized-systems are em-

ployed. Waste oi time and confusion result from inefficiency, lack of

planning, lack of supervision, and lack of mental discipline. There is no

ieu.on why manual systems cannot be efficient.E Manual serials Process-
ing need not be unwieldy or unmanageable, even with very large files' It

foilows, then, that size of a serials file is not a sufficient single require-

ment for automation. Indeed, it is hard to identify a library in the

United States with an active serials file so large as to demand automa-

tion. Too often automation is seen as a simple means of correcting the

rnistakes of the past. Automation of serials processing can produce extra

benefits, including statistics for management and information retrieval

for patrons, provitted that appropriate information is input- in the first

place. Provision of these exiia services or the benefits to be obtained

irom creating a total system or joining a network may be valid reasons

for automating serials processing. Good conUol over normal serials pro'
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cessing in itself is not a sufficient reason for computerizing, because such
control can be achieved just as well in a manual system.
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A Proposal for fhe Revision
of the Library of Congress
Classification Schedule
in History for Eastern Europe

We,svr VnnvgA
Slaaic Specialist

Catalogue Department
Uniuersity of Toronto

In order to assist and. to expedite a retision of the Library of Congress
schedules for history of Eastern Europe, the Slaaic and East European
Subiect Headings and Classification Comrnittee (SEESHAC) of the Slaaic
and East European Section of the Association of College and Research
Libraries, after consultation uith the rcpresentatiaes of the Subject
Cataloging Diaision ol the Library of Congress, prepared "A Proposal

for the Reuision and Up-dating of the LC Classification Schedules . . ."
and submitted it to the proper authotities of the library for considera-
tion. The proposal essentially couers three subclasses in history pB-
Austria, Hungary; DK-Russia; and DR-Eastern Europe, Balkan
Peninsula') and proposes their rearrangement along the regional and
ethnic principle applied to Western Europe. At the same tirne, the
suggested reuisions, additions, and changes are elaborated. in su.ch a
way that lhey uould require a minimum of reclassification and yet
would introduce the principle of proceed,ing from larger to smaller
units, zahich is the basis ol LC practice in. other parts of the uorld.

This article attempts to present an interpretation of the proposal

for all interested parties, especially for those who uere unable to ac-
quaint themselaes with the original SEESHAC proposal.

-faHE INADEQUACY of the Library of Congress (LC) classification
I schedules, as well as subject headings for Eastern Europe, has been

discussed many times, but the introduction of additions and changes has
been slow in coming. Response from I-C to suggestions has been made
with "due, deliberate speed."

In June 1966, a paper on the topic of revised Eastern European

Manuscript received April 1976; aecepted for publication December 1976.
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schedules was presented at the canad.ian Association of slavists confer-
ence held in sherbrooke, Quebec. Publication of the paper brought the
problem to the attenrion of a wider circle of librariini and specialists
on 

.Eastern Europe and Slavists in general.l In June 1969, the question
of inadequacy of the LC classification schedulei and subject hiadings
for,Eastern Europe was brought up again during the disclssion of Lt
subject headings gt the American Library Associaiion (ALA) preconfer-
ence in Atlantic city, New Jersey. In March 1g72, it was discusied at the
conference of the American Association for the Advancement of slavic
studies in Denver, colorado, where a second paper on the inconsistent
use of subject headings and classification numbers was read.2

As a result of increasing interest in the problem, the Slavic and East
European section of the Association of college and Research Libraries
(ACRL) at its annual meeting in Dallas, Texas, in lg72 established the

ad hoc slavic and East European Subject Headings and classification
committee (SEESHAC). The-five subjict specialists-were asked to study
the problem of the LC classification and sublect headings used in rela-
tion to Eastern Europe. The committee met with represintatives of the
Library of Congress on 30 .fanuary 1973 in Washington, D.C. It was
agreed that the classification schedule for Eastern Eurbpe was the more
urgent problem since LC plans to publish a revised edition of the
D-Class (History).

The committee set itself the goal of producing a proposal for
changes and revisions to be submitted to tlie Library of bongress for
consideration. This task was entrusted to Wasyl Veryha who, after four
months, presented a first draft for discussion at a special meeting of the
committee.

The task was not an easy one because it was necessary to follow the
pattern of the LC schedules in all other areas. Moreover, the many
changes of political boundaries in Eastern Europe also presented a prob-
lem. Thus a criterion had to be found that would not be dependent on
political changes and that would not conflict with principles and practice
used in the existing LC classification scheme. Therefore, SEESHAC
agreed upon the well-established Library of Congress regional approach,
with a subsequent subdivision by the nationalities of that region. This
decision was motivated by the fact that-taking the Baltic region as an
example-the Baltic area has always remained constant in two aspects:
its geographical location and its ethnic composicion. ft was decided,
therefore, that these two factors should form the basis for the con-
struction of the classification schedules, because such a scheme is more
likely to be permanent. For example, should a foreign power dominate
the region or should it be divided into independent national countries,
its geography would remain unaffected and its history could be classed
with it. Thus the regional approach served as a basis for the proposal
submitted by the ad hoc commitree.

. What regions were taken into consideration? First of all, those re-
gions that have not been adequately elaborated in the Library of Con-
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gress classification schedules, namely the Baltic region (Estonia, Latvia,
and Lithuania, which have been accordecl only cutter numbers in the DK
subclass) and Finland (DK445-465), both of which should be trans-
ferred into the DL subclass where the Scandinavian countries are
classed. If this were done, then Finland, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania
rvould form one group with the Scandinavian countries in the DL sub'
class. Such a move also woulcl be justified by the fact that these Baltic
nations have much more in common with the Scandinavian countries

subclass together with other countries of Asia.
The Ciucasian (or T-ranscaucasian) region, with the excePtion o[

the above-mentioned Armenia, would form another group. These coun-

tries are presently treated in the same way as the Baltic countries and

have only cutter numbers under the numbers for Russian local history-
DK 5ll:Cl-35 fol Caucasus, D2 for Dagestan, G347 for Georgia

as well as for the library user.
The next area to be consiclered is the extensive area between the

Ukraine ancl White Russia. Besides, there is no special block of classifica-

rion numbers provicled by the Library of Congress for the Western Slavs

(Poles, Czechs, Slovaks, and Sorbs or Polabian Slavs, also called Wends

ancl Lusatians) , becaltse its classification is also in principle based on a

Balkan Peninsula. Those slavic areas, which before the First world war

belonged to the Austro-Hungarian empire and still are classed wi?h Aus-

uia. slhoul<l be transferred to the DR subclass with classification num-

bers of their own.
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In dealing with the Balkan Peninsula, n'e have also suggested a sep-
arate block of numbers for the classification of Albanian history, which
until very recently has been treated as a part of Turkey. A number of
other parts of the Balkan Peninsula, such as Macedonia, Saloniki (Thes-
salonike) , Kosovo, Janina, etc., also have been classed with Turkish local
history. \Are believe that the time has come when all these obsolete an-
tiquities shoukl be corrected to correspond with the actual ethnic and re-
gional situation of Eastern and Southeastern Europe.

The reasons for the changes in the subclasses DB, DK, and DR of
the LC classification schedules suggested by the SEESHAC Proposal can
be best illustrated by the classification of local histories of Eastern, East-
Central, and Southeastern Europe. Let us start from the subclass DB,
which is entit led "Austria (Austro-Hungarian Empire)."

In subclass DB the section for "Local history and description" of the
various provinces, regions, etc., occupies the numbers l0l-785 and pre-
sents the areas in alphabetical order as follows:

l0l-l l0 Alps, Austrian
I I l-130 Austria. Lower
l5 l -170 Austr ia ,  Upper
l9l-217 Czechoslovakia (now CSSR)
231-250 Bosnia. Bosnia-Herzegowina (now constituent republic of

Yugoslavia)
281-300 Carinthia, Austria
261-280 Bukowina (recentlv moved to DK 5l I and DR 281)
301*320 Carniola (now part of Slovenia, constituent republic of Yu-

goslavia)
341-360 Carpathian Mountains (at no point contiguous to the Austri-

an border ancl now in DJK)
361-380 Croatia and Slavonia (now Croatia, constituent republic of

Yugoslavia)
401-420 Dalmatia (part of Croatia)
441-450 Danube River
461470 Dolomite Alps, Italy
481-500 Galicia (partly now within the Ukrainian

within Poland; rec€ntly moved to DK 4600)
521-540 Herzegovina (region of Bosnia-Herzegovina,
541-560 Moravia (part of Czechoslovakia)
581-600 Novi Bazar (part of Serbia, province of Yugoslavia)
601-620 Salzburg (Bundesland, Austria)
621-640 Salzkammergut (Austria)
641-660 Silesia (now almost entirely in Poland with a small section

in Moravia, CSSR; recently moved to DB 2250)
661-680 Slovakia (the federal state of Czechoslovak Socialist Repub-

lic)
681-700 Styria
721-740 Transylvania (now part of

lic; recently moved to DR 279)
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761-780 Tyrol ancl Vorarlberg (Austrian provinces)
This treatment of "Austria" actually is based on the local history of

the former Austrian Empire. The classification of "Other cities, towns,
etc.," of this Danubian region fares the same. All of them are classed
in the Austrian class number flF 879, with a cutter for each individual
place name. A partial list of the cities placed here includes the follow-
ing: Bolzano, Italy (recently moved to DG 975) ; Bratislava, Solvakia;
Bregenz, Austria; Brunn, Czechoslovakia (Brno in Czech); Debrecen,
Hungary; Eger, Czechoslovakia (Cheb in Czech); Fiume, Croatia (Ri-
jeka in Croatian) ; Gorizia, Italy; Karlsbad, Czechoslovakia (Karlove
Vary in Czech) ; Krakow, Poland (recently moved to DK 4700); Linz,
Austria; Plzen, Czechoslovakia; Prague, Czechoslovakia (Praha in
Czech) ; Ragusa (i.e., Dubrovnik), Croatia; Salzburg, Austria; Teplice,
Czeclroslovakia; Trento, Italy (recently moved to DG 975); Zagreb, Cro-
atia.

In the meantime, the Library of Congress has issued new schedules
for Poland and has announced to the committee the preparation of new
schedules for Czechoslovakia. It must be admitted that they are much
more extensive and therefore better than those suggested by SEESHAC.
In view of this move, which must be welcomed by all concerned, discus-
sion of the SEESHAC Proposal will ignore these particular countries.

Since the Library of Congress has already inaugurated changes indi-
cating that the present Austrian schedules will be reorganized, Hungary
will most likely remain within the DB subclass, like the Czechoslovak
Republic. A nurnber of pre-World War I Austrian crownlands should
be transferred to their appropriate classification schedules. However,
such former crownlands as Bukowina (DB 261-280, recently moved to
DK 5ll) or Galicia (DB 481-500, recently moved to DK 4600), al-
though no longer parts of Austria, perhaps should be left where they
are lbr the period of Austrian domination (1772-1918), even though
they do not exist in the same boundaries any more. Bukowina has been
dividecl into northern Ukrainian and southern Rumanian parts; while
Galicia, known during Austrian times as Eastern Galicia, inhabited by
Ukrainians, is now part of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic and
the western Polish part with the city of Cracow is now part of Poland'
All the new works pertaining to the old Bukowina and to Galicia as one
unit could therefore still be classed in the Austrian DB numbers, but
works clealing with their present parts should be classed with their re-
spective local numbers for Poland, Rumania, or the Ukraine.

Our proposal suggests the following changes for this particular re-
gion. First, the present title of subclass DB-"Austria"-should be
ihanged to "Central Danubian countries" (or "East Central Europe" or
any other similar heading appropriate for all three countries, Austria,
Czechoslovakia, ancl Hungary, which we ProPose to leave in the DB sub-
class). flowever, all other regions should be removed to their ProPer re-
gional or national location. (It is unfortunate that the Western Slavs
i"nttnt be brought into one grouP like the Eastern or Southern Slavs, be-
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cause the Lusatians do not form any political unit by themselves and are
classed in German local history.)

In the present subclass DB, we find the classification schedules for
Hungary occupying the range of numbers 901 to 975. DB 975 is for "Lo-
cal history and description," namely for "Counties, regions, etc." By
some curious coincidence (one can hardly call it a planned policy), Hun-
garian "Cities, towns, etc.," are not classed with Hungary (with the ex-
ception of the Hungarian capital, Budapest). The cataloguer is referred
to the number for Austrian cities and towns by a reference: "see DB
861-879."

The SEESH AC Proposals suggests the following classification for
Hungary: DB 901-957 as in the present schedule, followed by 975 or,
preferably, 1075 for counties, regions, etc., and 985 or, preferably, l09l
for cities and towns (the four-digit numbers are suggested to provide
lnore room for expansion of the general history numbers) .

But the schedules most in need of revision are those originally as-
signed for the Russian and the Ottoman empires, that is, subclasses DK
and DR. The DB subclass recognized the components of the Habsburg
monarchy, as has already been stated, and has a block of numbers for
each of them. The Russian and Turkish empires were treated as eth-
nically homogeneous countries, and no provision was made for their
multinational composition. In the last two or three decades, the Library
of Congress has introduced a few changes to accommodate the new ma-
terial for which no numbers were providecl in the classification sched-
ules. For instance, at the beginning of the classification schedules for
"Local history and description," there had been only five major sub-
divisions: Northern Russia (DK 501), Eastern Russia (DK 503, re-
cently cancelled), Western Russia (DK 507), Ukraine (Litt le Russia,
Ruthenia, DK 508), and Southern Russia (DK 509), with one classi-
fication riumber each. Compare this with the twenry numbers for each
of the Austrian crownlands in DB l9l-772. Thus a small crownland of
Austria, such as Bukowina or Carinthia, with barely half a million peo-
ple was assignecl a twenty-number classification block, while forty mil-
lion Ukrainians had one number, and the Estonians, Latvians, or Lith-
uanians had just a few cutter numbers.

Unfortunately, the' disproportionate assignment of classification
numbers to various geographical or political connotations has not been
rectified. In short, Russia, with all of imperial Russia included and the
vast Asiatic territories and Transcaucasia, has been limited to the single
subclass DK, the heading for which now reads "USSR Russia," as the
result of a change in late 1974.

Examples of the inaccuracies in the schedules for Russia include the
inclusion of Finland at DK 445465, the inclusion until 1975 of Poland
at DK 401-441, and several areas included under DK 5ll, the number
for provinces, republics, governments, regions, etc. A few examples list-
ed under this number for the "local" history and description of Russia
indicate its contents: Azerbaijan; Baltic Provinces; Bessarabia; Caucasus;
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C_urland; Elbrus (mountain peak); Estonia; Georgia (Transcaucasia);
Huculszczyzna (Ukraine) ; Karelian A.S.S.R.; Kalmuck A.S.S.R.; Kovno,
Lithuania; Kuban; Latvia; Lithuania; Livonia; Moldavia (same terri-
tory as Bessarabia, above) ; Podhale, Poland (recently moved to DK
4600) ; Tatra Mountains, Poland (recently moved to DK 4600) ; Trans-
caucasia; Volhynia (Ukraine); \Vhite Russia (recently moved to DK
507) ; and Yaroslavl' (Russia):

Following this number, a classifier finds two blocks of numbers for
the two Russian cities, Leningrad (thirty-nine numbers, DK b4l-b7g)
and Moscow (twenty numbers, DK 59l-609), and a general number,
DK 651, for "Other ciries, rowns, erc. (European Russia and poland),
A-2," including Baku, Azerbaijan; Kaunas, Lithuania; Kiev, Ukraine;
Kishinev, Moldavia; Minsk, White Russia; Riga, Latvia; Tallin, Estonia;
Tiflis, Georgia; Voronezh, Russia; Warsaw, Poland (recently moved to
DK 46 r0 )

Thus it is obvious that there is confusion similar to that in the Aus-
trian number lbr local history. As yet, nothing has been done with na-
tionalities and regions of the USSR comparable to rhe changes for Po-
land in DK 4010-4800.

In order to improve ancl facilitate rhe classification of Slavic and
Eastern European material, the SEESHAC Proposal suggests the follow-
ing changes: the present heading of subclass DK, "Russia," should be
changecl to read "Easrern Europe and the Slavs," and the heading "Rus-
sia" should be placed above that part of the classification schedules ac-
tually assigned for Russia. First, it is suggested rhar, between the sub-
classes D.]-Netherlands and DK-Russia and Eastern Slavs, a new sub-
class (DJK) should be created, where all the material pertaining to East-
ern Europe, Eastern Slavs, and Kiev Rus' be classed instead of where it
is now, in the DR and DK subclasses. (The recent creation of DJK has
satisfied most of the needs addressed by SEESHAC, except that Kiev Rus'
has been left in DK as an integral part of Russian history.) The re-
moval of schedules for meclieval Rus' prior to the Tartar invasion is
justified on the basis that this political entity was in no way the direct
predecessor of present-day Russia, but, as Soviet Russian historiography
claims, it was the cradle of all three branches of the Eastern Slavs: Rus-
sians, Ukrainians, and White Russians. Ukrainians, on the other hand,
claim that it was a medieval Ukrainian srate in which all Ukrainians
called themselves Rusyny, Rusychi (Ruthenians or Rus'ians in Latin).
Since the Ukrainians had livecl in that terrirory for many centuries prior
to the formation of the Kievan state, ir is illogical that the history of
Kiev should be the history of modern Russia and not of modern
Ukraine. Since the problem remains open for cliscussion and numbers
of scholars adhere to different schools of historiography (the Russian
school of Soloviev-Kliuchevskii, the Ukrainian school of M. Hrushevsky,
ancl the latest Soviet school) , it would be advisable to assign to this po-
litical entity a block of classification numbers in DJK-following the
Soviet theory-and treat it as a separate entity altogether.
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In view of the above-stated reasons as well as in view of the lack of
numbers for expansion, the SEESHAC Proposal suggests the following
changes, to be inserted either in DJ 500-1000 or in a new special sub-
class DJK.

The heading; Eastern Europe and the Slaas
All material relating to Eastern Europe, as well as antiquities not limitecl
to one country, are to be classed here.

DJ or DJK Eastern Europe and the Slavs
501-599 or l-150 Eastern Europe and the Slavs
651-720 or l5l-250 Ancient Rus'-Kievan Rus'

In these numbers would be classed all works on the Slavs as a grouP,
on Eastern Europe as a geographical unit, and historical works specifical-
ly on Kievan Rus', e.g., G. Vernadsky's Ancient Russia, B. Grekov's Kieu
Rus', etc. Kievan Rus', reated as a part of any national history-Rus-
sian, Ukrainian, or White Russian-would be classed in the classifica-
tion schedules of that particular country but with the appropriate sub-
ject heading.

In this subclass could also be classed the Eastern Baltic region, if this
is preferreil to the DL subclass for Scandinavian countries, e.g.:

DJ 72r-DJ 77r

D.J 8or-Dl 889
DJ 901-DJ 996
DJ rO0l-DJ 1096

Eastern Baltic countries
(as a region)

Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

or DJK 301-399

or DJK 401-489
or DJK 501-596
or DJK 601-696

This would also leave enough numbers for future exPansion, which
at the moment is not possible at the three-digit level in the DK subclass.
However, taking into consideration the geographical situation of the
Baltic countries, their classification schedules could be tied with the Scan'
dinavian countries.

The changes suggested in tlte SEESHAC Proposal for subclass DK
are as follows. Following their presentation in narrative form, they are
summarized on p.363. In the range DK l-275, no essential changes are
suggested, with the exception of weeding out some of the material that
belongs rather to the suggested DJ 500-DJ 1099 (or DJK subclass) . Leav-
ing numbers 215 to 370 for future expansion, it is suggested that num-
bers DK 371-385 be assigned for local history, limited strictly to the eight
so-callecl autonomous republics within the Russian Soviet Federative So-
cialist Republics (RSFSR), one number fbr each, DK 371, Bashkirskaya
Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic, and DK 373, Chuvashsk4ya
ASSR. These numbers should be assigned to Table I for decimal sub-
clivision in order to satisfy their individual needs. Their ethnic composi-
tion, as well as their different religious, cultural, and intellectual de-
velopment in general, fully justifies such a distinction. For the auton-
omo.rs oblasts, regions, etc., another number is suggested, DK 389- Such
a division would keep all the autonomous units within the RSFSR in a
separate group from the ethnically homogeneous Russian provinces.
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For Russian local units with no autonomous status, DK 391 is suggest-
ed for provinces, oblasts, regions, and governments within the RSFSR
and DK 396 for cities and towns, other than Leningrad and Moscow,
which have their own generous classification schedules.

Numbers DK 401-500 were originally suggested by SEESHAC for Po-
land, but since the Library of Congress has already approved new, much
more extensive, and therefore better classification schedules for the his-
tory of Poland; this block of numbers coulcl be used for future expan-
sion of Russian history.

Numbers DK 501-5ll are ar present taken for the so-called "Local
history and description" (see above) , which should be cancelled and the
numbers left unassigned for a while, since it may take time before they
are cleared from present material through reclassification. Numbers DK
512 to DK 540 are free for expansion, and those numbers should be as-
signed to White Russia. Following the Leningrad and Moscow classifica-
tion schedules, the numbers DK 652-DK 749 arc also free, and they
should be used for the Ukraine. Both White Russia and the Ukraine
shoulcl have their own special numbers for local histories and descrip-
tion.

Numbers DK 750-DK 973 arc presently assigned to Russia in Asia,
including DK 751 to DK 781 for Siberia, which has its own local hisrory
and description numbers, although it is part of the RSFSR. Considering
the size of Siberia and its multinational (or ethnic) composition, this
can easily be justified. Numbers DK 782-844 are free for expansion,
while at DK 845 the classification schedules for Soviet Central Asia and
its Union Republic begin. Here the Library of Congress was more g€n-
erous and not only assignecl special blocks of numbers to the ancient
states like Bokhara and Khiva (nine numbers each) but also assigned ten
numbers to each of the Union republics. (In the European part of the
USSR, Ukraine ancl White Russia have only one number each, and the
Baltic countries have only cutter numbers.)

Un{ortunately, the Caucasus, with its three Union Republics, has
been treated differently again. Two of them, Georgia and Azerbaijan,
do not have classification schedules of their own but are listed under the
number for Russian local history in DK 5ll. The exception is Armenia,
which is taken away from the DK classification schedules altogether (i.e.,
from Russia or USSR) and classed in DS 16l-199 (DS is a subclass for
Asia). The reason for this distinction in treatment of the Caucasian na-
tions is not clear. Having free numbers in the section DK 782 to DK
844, SEESHAC suggested assigning these numbers to the Caucasus as a
region, subdivided in turn between the remaining two republics, Azer-
baijan ancl Georgia. SEESHAC elaborated classification schedules for
each component part of the Soviet Union within existing schedules
(with the exception of the Baltic region) in order not to increase costs.
However, if the Library of Congress decided to employ four digits in
DK, then rnany more numbers could be assigned to each of the Soviet
republics, which would also provide more space for future expansion.
Tlre outlines of the SEESHAC Proposal are presented opposite.
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DJK EASTERN EUROPE AND THE SLAVS
l-150 Eastern Europe as a region

Slavs and their early history and civilization
l5l-250 Ancient Rus'. I(ievan Rus'

DK SOVTET UNrON (USSR)
Russia (X[uscovy)

l-$70 General subdivision and by period
Local history:

371-385 Eight autonomous republics within the RSFSR each with its
own number subdivided by Table I.

389 A number for autonomous oblasts, national regions, etc., within
the European part of the RSFSR, A-2.

391 Russian provinces, governments, oblasts, regions, etc., A-2.
Cit ies and towns:
lVloscow see DK 591-609
Leningrad see DK 541-579
Other cities and towns, A-Z
Russia in Asia
Siberia
Caucasia
Caucasia treated as a region with respective topics. Under the
Caucasus as a region, there should also be a section for local
history, which would be applied to such polirical entiries as
existed in the past but now cannot be located within any of
the existing administrative olnational units, e.g., the ancient
region of Caucasus named Albania Here also should be assigned
the four autonomous republics of the region, which are not
located within any of the Caucasian Union Republics, e.g.,
DK 796 Dagestanskaya ASSR.
Azerbaiian, widr its own numbers for local history. One of these
(DI( 817) is for Nakhichevanskaya ASSR, subdivided by Table

I .
825-841 Georgia, with its own numbers for local history, among them

two numbers (DK g3z and DK g3g) for Abkhazskava and
Adzharskaya ASSR.
Armenia see DS I6l- lgg

845-973 Souiet Central Asia
In this section two ancient Lhanates of l(hiva and Bokhara, as
well as each of the present-day Soviet republics, each provided
with its own classification schedules amounting to l0 numbers.

DL NORTHERN EUROPE. SCANDINAVIA AND BALTIC
COUNTRIES

I-99I Scandinavia (Denmark, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden) as al-
ready established should be supplemented by Finland and the
Baltic countries (one of the three proposed alternatives).

l00I-1099 Finland
l l l l - l l6l  Balt ic countr ies as a region
l20 l -1289 Es ton ia
l30l-1396 Latvia
l40l-1496 Lithuania

AII of these countries have been
their own local histories.
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Balhan Peninsula

In the DR subclass (Balkan Peninsula), the Turkish empire is sti l l
intact, and as a result, under the Turkish number for "Local history and
clescription"-DR 701-we find Albania (cuttered from its Albanian
name, Scutari, and recently moved to DR 901-998) side by side with
f'urkish Dardanelles ancl the Peninsula of Gallipoli, the Yugoslav state
of Kosovo, Macedonia (recently provided for in DF and DR 381 also),
as well as Monastir, the Greek province of Janina (recently moved to
DF 951), and the region of Saloniki (recently moved to DF 951). The
SEESHAC Proposal suggests that all this should be changed to corre-
sponcl to the actual present state of the national and ethnic composition
of the region. The whole DR subclass is entitled "Eastern Europe. Bal-
kan Peninsula" ancl begins with classification schedules covering the
whole region, which is quite consistent with a general classification out-
lay for other areas. Then follows the classification for Bulgaria (DR
5l-98), Montenegro (now a federal state of Yugoslavia, DR 10l-196),
Rumania (DR 201-296), Serbia (which is erroneously identified with
Yugoslavia, DR 301-396), and of course T'urkey (DR 401-741) . Starting
in 1968, the Library of Congress'began to introduce some changes by
transferring some of the Yugoslav federal states into the fold of Serbia,
assigning to them cutter numbers under local history and description for
Serbia. But these changes seem to create even more confusion. Some of
the Yugoslav states, like Croatia and Slovenia, are still referred to their
scherlules within the Austrian classification in DB subclass. while some
of their cities and towns are being transferred to the Serbian local num-
ber DR 396, e.g., Lubljana and Pula (Pola), although disputed Rijeka
(forrnerly Fiume) is referred to DB 879.F5. Batka and Banat have been

left in DB 975, ancl Bosnia-Herzegovina remains in DB 231-250. More-
over, instead of assigning to Yugoslavia, as a new national entity, a sep-
arate block of classitication numbers, the Library of Congress treats the
Serbian block of numbers as Yugoslav, ancl post-World War I Serbia has
been assigned a cutter nurnber in DR 381. Slovenja was treated in the
sarne fashion, but the maritime province of Slovenja, "Slovensko Pri-
rnorje," is relerrecl to the Austrian number for local history, DB 301. As
a result, the process of modernizing classifrcation schedules has created
even rnore confusion because of inconsistencies. It simply lacks logic.

The SEESHAC proposal for the revision of the Balkan classification
scheclules does not touch Greece, which has its seParate, quite extensive,

scheclules comprising the DF subclass; it does not touch upon the Bul-

garian, Rumanian, ancl Montenegro classification schedules, although
consirlering them unsatisfactory because of limited numbers for expan-
sion but at least witlrin the realm of possibility as is. The proposal sug-
gests a change in the heading of this subclass to read "The Balkan Pe-
ninsula," dropping out "Eastern Europe," which should be classed in DJ
500 (or in DJK) . Since the numbers in this subclass are very tightly re-
clistributed from DR I to 741, SEESHAC ProPoses the following
changes:
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The original section for Serbia (DR 301-396) should be left with
its original designation, and for the new polit ical entity of yugosravia
a new block of numbers should be assigned: DR 801-850. Number DR
846 should be assigned for local history and description, and here should
be classed all those historical or geographical regions that are within yu-
goslavia but not limited to any of its federal republics, e.g., DR 846.D9
for Dinaric Alps or 17 for Istria. Any other region that is within any
federal republic should be classed with its local history, e.g., Banat
should be classed rvith Serbia in DR 381.83., etc. SEESHAC proposes as-
signing the next twenty-nine numbers to Bosnia and Herzeg-owina (DR
851-879), then forty numbers (DR 881-920) to Croatia, and twenty-
six numbers (DR 921-946) to Slovenia. In this way, rhese three federal
republics of Yrrgoslavia would be classed togerher with the other Balkan
Slavs, rvhich is their proper place for classification.

In a similar manner, Macedonia shoulcl be transferred from the
Turkish local history class and assigned its own block of numbers in the
Balkan region.

Maceclonia, now one of the federal republics of Yugoslavia, could. be
assignecl forty numbers at the end of the DR subclass (DR 96l-999) . In
general, the DR subclass woulcl then be organized as follows:

DR 148.5

DR 5l-98
DR r0r -196
DR 20t-296
DR 301-396
DR 401-741
DR 751-799
DR 801-850

DR 85t-879
DR 881-920
DR 921-946
DR 961-999

BALKAN PENINSULA

AII material relating to the Balkan Peninsula as a unit
(including Greece)
Bulgaria
Montenegro
Rumania i
Serbia (not Yugoslavia)
Turkey
Albania
Yugoslavia (not Serbia; here material relating to Yugo-
slavia as one political unit would be classed)
Bosnia and Herzegowina
Croatia
Slovenia
Macedonia

In the LC schedules, Turkey is treated as a Balkan state and conse-
quently classed in the subclass DR 401-741, with a few numbers as-
signecl also in a subclass of Asia (DS 47-53). This upsets the proposed
regional arrangement, because Turkey, with small exceprion, is situated
in Asia Minor. Therefore, it would be advisable to remove Turkish
classification numbers (DR 401-592) from the DR subclass, combine
them with the DS numbers, and form a special transitional three-letter
subclass DRS that woulcl fall betrveen the DR and DS subclasses. Num-
bers DR 701-741 could be left where they are for "Local history and
description" of Turkish possessions in Europe with a designation "Tur-
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key in Europe." This would require minimum reclassification of the ma-
terial in the DS numbers and an addition of the capital letter "S" to the
present Turkish numbers DR 40I-592, rvhich would then become DRS
40r-592.

Albania recently has been assigned its own block of numbers, DR
901-998. This upsets SEESHAC's suggestion of classification for Slo-
venia and Macedonia. However, we are not concerned with which num-
bers are assigned but wish to see that each of these Balkan peoples gets
fair treatment in the schedules within their region.

Other regions or provinces could be classed either in the local history
and clescription of Yugoslavia (DR 846) or within any of the Yugoslav
republics, for instance, Voivodina, which recently has been transferred
from the Austrian number to its more logical place in DR 381.V6., a
number for local history of Serbia.

Conclttsion

T-he Library of Congress classification schedules and subject headings
for Eastern Europe include anachronisms, inaccuracies, and inconsisten-
cies. This does a great disservice to the users of the many academic and
research libraries who rely on it. The changes and revisions proposed by
the subject specialists on Eastern Europe who make up SEESHAC corre-
spond to pas[ as well as to present-day reality. The Austrian, German,
Russian, ancl Turkish empires have been "dissolved" and new schedules
introcluced. Since these new schedules are based on regional and national
consiclerations, they should survivq the rise and fall of future empires,
if suclr shopld occur. T'he Proposal, if accepted, would eliminate most
of the major and serious flaws of the present system, and the expense in-
volved in reclassification would be more than compensated for by the la-
bour saved by users and cataloguers. Moreover, once these changes and
levisions are aclopted, the Library of Congress is less likely to be accused
of either bias or ignorance with respect to the classification schedules in
history relating to Eastern Europe.

To conclude, the SEESHAC Proposal has gone through a ten-year
periocl of study, cliscussions, clrafts, and revisions by experts both on the
committee ancl from outside in the areas concerned. Consultation with
the Library of Congress authorities was undertaken in the belief that
updating of the LC classification scheclules should not be just a stopgap
rneasure or half measure. Obviously, neither the Library of Congress
nor any other library relying on the LC cataloguing and classification
services can afiord to change its classification schedules every few years.
The SEESHAC Committee has follorved carefully the general principles
and original philosophy of the LC classification. In fact, the revision
rna<le for the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia followed these principles as
they werg appliecl to Great Britain, where all the comPonents of the
Unitecl Kingdorn have been recognized for general as well as for local
Iristories. In short, in the SEESHAC Proposal, no noveltie$ have been in-
troduced that would be contrary to the accepted Library of Congress
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practice in other regions of Europe. The primary objective of
SEESHAC has been to revise the LC classification schedules and subject
headings in the same manner and style as has been done for other areas
of Europe.
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Subiect Specialists in Smaller
Academic Libraries

Fnnornrc M. Mnssrcr
C en tral M i chi gan U nia er sity

M oun t Pleasant, M ic h igan

Considerable attenlion has been giuen to the ntatter of subject special-
ists in acad,entic libraries; houeuer, it has olten been dettoted to the
circumstances of large and uery large, long-established libraries. This
paper attempts to examine the situation in the smaller or middle-sizetl
institutions and to contrast it with that of the larger ones. The role
and latitude of such librarians is treated along with the utility of ap-
proual plans and traditional faculty booh selection.

IN RECENT YEARS there has been increasing interest in the use of
r subject specialists ancl bibliographers in university libraries. Most ar-
ticles on the topic have dealt with their utilization in large, establishecl
acaclemic libraries.t Subject specialists are also being used, however, in
rnore moderately sized libraries. It is the special circumstances and protr-
lems encounterecl in the latter situation to which this paper is addressed.

Before proceeding it is, perhaps, advisable to make a comment on
terminology. It seems that no matter which title or descriptive term one
chooses to use, there rvill be objections from some quarters. If the types
of library rvork involved are not unique, their combination in a single
position may be. Thus, in using an extant term such as "bibliographer"
or "subject specialist," one may invite some misunderstanding. Neverthe-
less, in this paper the term "subject specialist" and, in shortened form,
"specialist," rvill be used henceforth to denote those who have a subject
specialty and who devote the major part of their time to collection de-
velopment. \{reber's article on the "professional-specialist" provides
what seems to be an additional useful delimitation in saying that ".

tbe term is further limited to persons whose specialist talents may be
said to dominate his talents as a librarian."z

It is probably best that the subject specialist be administratively in-
clependent of both the public service and technical service sections of
the library, so that the indiviclual's ptimary work not be diluted by de-

Nlanuscript received ALrgust 1974; accepted for publication December 1975.
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mancls for other duties in those areas. In larger institutions the specialist
normally rvould report to the assistant director who has responsibility
for collection development; horvever, in meclium-sized and smaller uni-
versities this probably means rhat subjecr specialists report to the director
of the l ibrary.e

tors, such as the relative dependence on library materials of the several
respective teaching departments and the size ancl strength of each. What
this amounts to is choosing the optimum strategy in a difficult situation.
Also bearing on this, of course, is the subject background of the subject
specialist. It would be inappropriare to have this subject competence in
a fielcl represente(l in the university by a small andlor weak clepartment.

Studies indicate that most subject specialists in large academic li-
braries devote the larger part of their time tu u prog.uti of book selec-
tion.a The same is probably true in smaller libraries. But while a high
proportion of books ordered by large libraries is selected by the library,s
the same may not be true of smaller institutions. In small colleges, fac-
ulty orclering may be the primary means by which new titles are selected.
In middle-size libraries, however, the trend appears to be away from or-
tlering by teachers. When subject specialists are appointed, the shift may
be expected to accelerate. There is apparently a point in library growth
rvhere facrrlty book orclering takes a proportional drop as compared to
orclers from other sources. I)anton cites the million-volume level as a
rough figure at whicl-r teacher interesr in orclering drops off noticeably.6
This writer has the impression that a decline in such teacher ordering
may actually be detected at an earlier date in the growth of a l ibrary. It
is clirectly related to the increased ordering within the library. The more
frequently a teacher's order recommendations are returned marked "al-
ready on order" or "already in the library," rhe more willing the teacher
rvill be to let the library have the major book selection responsibility.

In the smaller academic library, the subject specialist's difficult task
rnay be eased somewhat if approval or blanket-order plans are utilized
to a(lvantage. An approval plan can be very useful. Checking a large
number of incoming books on a regular basis, hon'ever, sometimes be-
comes burdensome. If the svstem is also dependent on faculty members
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spread for any one of these librarians could not be covered in an in-
formed manner by fir,e super-Ph.D.s."s \Vhat he would say concerning
their place in a smaller institution is not difficult to guess. Intelligent
book selection, however, does not require even one such degree. The li
brarian cloes not operate exclusively on the fuel of personal subject
knowledge but is, instead, concerned with the judicious use of someone
else's resources as manifested in bibliographies and other available tools
and by consulting regularly the best available "experts" on the campus.

Book selectors sometimes tend to consider titles for prospective pur-
chase in isolation from one another. Each becomes an item to be selected
or rejected on its own. In many cases, however, one needs to think about
how a particular title may be used by the student in relation to other in-
dividual works and collections. In the study of history, for example, un-
dergtaduates are often expected to utilize some primary sources (per-
sonal journals, diaries, contemporary newspapers-the raw material of
history) in their papers ancl reports. Graduate students usually must use
them. Scholars cannot work without them. It is not enough to provide
the student with a number of good monographs on, say, the subject of
the western frontier. For a course or seminar on that topic, some ac-
counts written by participants and/or firsthancl observers and, perhaps,
a conternporary newspaper from the period ancl region under study also
will be needed. (Both of these types of primary materials are available
today, the former in modern printed editions, the latter in microform.)
Choosing "good books" without considering the dynamics of irse is to
overlook a critical factor.

The multifaceted nature of a subject specialist's activities calls for
a variety of talents and a willingness to apply them as needed. That is
to say, knowledge of such things as bibliographic tools, the book trade,
and acquisitions operations, as well as sensitivity and reasonable efiec-
tiveness in representing the library to the rest of the academic communi-
ty are neecled. The somewhat unstructured nature of the job and the
freedom to move about the library ancl campus as called for perhaps in-
evitably give rise to suspicions ancl misunclerstandings from some fellow
librarians. In the srnaller acaclemic library, the specialist's independent
course is certain to be more visible. Probably those colleagues with the
rnore highly structured positions 'are most likely to resent the freedom
and mobility of the subject specialist. Smith quotes an unnamed tech-
nical services head:

The fact that they [the subject specialists] are not being subjected
here to any of the customary hours and norms of behavior which govern, for
example, professional catalogers, is creating a serious morale problem all
through the processing area. These people keep their own hours, they have
no visible responsibilities, they have no measurable norms whereby we can
evaluate their performance.lo

In both the midclle-sized academic library and the larger one, intelli-
gent book selection can be assisted by the practice of having faculty
book requests routed through the office of the subject specialist to Pro-
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a certain rneasure of misunderstanding does exist among the rank and
file of l ibrarians concerning the activit ies of the specialist.rr It would be
useful to examine briefly the rationale for liaison rvork, since it does not
seem to be rvell understood by a goocl rnany librarians in the acaclemic
fiekl.

Let us consi<ler some of the vari<rus functions of liaison work. In
practice, of course, a single contact between the subject specialist ancl a
member of the classroom faculty mav involve a number of these activ-
it ies, but it may be helpful to intl iviclually identify them:

r Consult on collection development and book selection.
o Learn of impending changes in curricula, policies, new insrmctors,

etc.
o Communicate l ibrary policies and practices to the departments in

one's subject area,
e Consult on proposed changes in the library.
o Act as ombudsman or trouble-shooter for l ibrary problems of the

classroom faculty.
o Educate students taking specific classes in one's subject area on re-

spective l ibrary resources and uti l ization.
o Improve the image of the library faculty ancl the library as an in-

stitution.
No cloubt readers can think of adclitions and variations. All constirute
what one nray call liaison activities. VVhat is more difficult than enu-
urerating goals, of course, is putting the subject specialist to work on
them.
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Many of the classroom faculty expect the library staff to be passive
participants in the education process. Indeed, too many of the librarians
also identify with that sort of role. To be effective the subject specialist
must be dedicated to an active program and not be like a reference book
incarnate-to be consulted in the library on request but'never to leave
the building. Subject specialists find their most receptive audiences when
they seek them out in other places on the campus-in faculty offices, in
the cafeteria, the coffee shop, etc. In a relatively short time the olcl
stereotypes are explocled, and there is a real opportunity to establish a
spirit of cooperation. There are many ways in which the specialist can
implement a liaison program, and, indeed, there is consideratrle latitucle
for variation, depending on different institutional circumstances antl
personalities.

In the rniddle-sized academic library, the larger subject spread for
which the specialist is responsible may make the liaison task appear
formidable. Several departments on campus with their combined facul-
ties numbering a hundrecl or more members rnake any more or less uni-
form coverage difficult at the least. As in book selection and collection
building, however, the specialist will be most effective working with the
more library-oriented disciplines and stronger departments. They, in
turn, will be most receptive to an active library program.

In rnajor libraries subject specialists are usually responsible for a
single subject or, at the most, two or three relatecl ones. A principal dif-
ference one finds in middle-sized academic libraries is that the smaller
number-of subject specialists means that each of them protrably will be
responsible for a greater number of subjects and their related depart-
ments on the campus. Since no one specialist can be expected to have
substantive background in a number of clifferent sutrjects, this must re-
sult in something less than efiective coverage of each subject and the re-

lated faculty. One really has little choice but to use the oPtimum
strategy of stressing the stronger and more library-oriented dePaltments
and subjects. If the value of an active subject specialist program dem-
onstratea itself in stronger and more coherent collections and in better

relations with the classroom faculty, the case will be made for a more
comprehensive staff of subject specialists in the middle-sized library.
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Notes on the Author Notations and
Tables Used in Library of Congress
Schedule for lcelandic Literature-
Some Further Considerations

S. F. D. Hucnns
Dep&rtment of Etzglish.

Purdue Uniuersity
W est Lafayette, Indiana

An inaestigation of the Library of Congress classiftcation for Old
Icetrandic and Old Noruegian literature prompted by llelen Kouar's
discussion of the problems lacing catalogers in this area reueals serious
inadequacies in the schedule's organization. of prose uorks. The in-
uestigation also discloses that, despite the 1971 change in the practice
of citing Icelandic names, considerable confusion still exists, perhaps
resulting in the omission of some lcelandic entries lrom the National
Union Catalog: Pre-1956 Imprints.

f_JEfEN KOVAR HAS PROVIDED a useful introduction to the
r I problems that a cataloger faces in dealing with lcelandic literature
both ancient and modern.l Although her presentation regarding modern
Icelandic writers is helpful, the same cannot be said for her handling
of the meclieval material. Further investigation has indicated that the
problem is not so much a misunderstanding on her part, but rather the
result of some serious inadequacies on the part of the Library of Con-
gress (LC) classification schedule for Old Icelandic and Old Norse lit-
erature.2 But beyoncl this, some of her opening statements require quali-
fication.

Icelancl was discovered by the Scandinavians in 874 and, by the time
of the country's conversion to Christianity in 999 or 1000, was to all in-
tents and purposes fully settlecl. Not only did these settlers come from
various parts of Norway, but a considerable proportion of the original

Manuscript received June lg76; accepted for putrlication l{arch 1977.
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population (especially the slaves and half-free servants) came from Ire-
land ancl the Scottish Islands. The literature the settlers brought with
them often shares points of common origin with that surviving in Old
High German and Old English, but in no way did it originate in either
of these two clialect areas, for it represents a fully independent tradi-
tion of its own.

As Kovar points out, Icelandic literature, especially the prose litera-
ture of the Middle Ages, presents a confusing picture to the nonexpert
ancl, consequently, formidable problems for the library cataloger who
usually falls into this category. Some of these problems can be'trac€d to
the basic LC schedule for Old Icelandic and Old Norwegian literature.
This section (PT7l0l-PT7338) has remained virtually unchanged since
it was prepared by Jules Dieserud, then of the LC Catalogue Division,
in 1915-16. His work remains a satisfactory framework for all sections
except those concernecl with the prose literature (PT7L77-PT7338) .
\Vhile the books Kovar mentions as being useful in helping identify
various sagas are of some help,3 no cataloger of medieval Icelandic lit-
erature should be without access to Schier's Sagaliteratur.a In this work
all the surviving historical ancl literary prose texts are classified in tables
according to their norv-accepted genres. Also useful in unraveling diffi-
culties of classification is Halld6r Hermannsson's Cntalogue of the lce-
landic Collection Bequeathed by Willard Fiske and. its two supplements
(to 1942),5 but since his cataloging system is unique to the collection, its
usefulness in untangling contemporary cataloging conundrums is much
limited by that.6 But even these aids will prove of small avail because
of the unsatisfactory arrangement of the schedule, which has not yet
l>een brought up to tlate to reflect the substantive changes made in the
classification of Old Icelandic prose literature in the last half century.
The principal difficulties are encountered in the sections PT7l77-PT7 l93
(Special fornrs o[ literature. / Prose . . Sagas.) and PT7263-PT7309
(Inrlividual sagas and historical works) . Since PT7l77-PT7l93 deals
with secondary works, it will require little readjustment to bring it in
line with such a revised schedule as is proposed below' The principal
change would be the elimination of PT7l85 (Sagas relating to the Nor-
wegian colonies. [Greenland, America, etc.]), since such sagas are now

considered to be family sagas, PT 7183, although they may warrant sPe-
cial consideration under this classification.

In the period since the scheclule was put together, it has _been con-
clusil'ely pioroen that no clistinction can be made between "historical"

and "unhistorical" sagas, for all the surviving sagas are fictitious, using
history to their ori/n ends in much the same way as did E. L. Doctorow
in his recent novel, Ragtime. Even those works trrlat make a Particular
claim to be historical, such as the Konungastigzr or the Samtidarsdgut,
are often only a historical kernel surrounded by a considerable fictional
overlay. A reclassification of section PT7263-PT7309 rnore in line with

contemporary scholarship, following the general principles set down by

Schier, rnight tre outlined as follows:
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A. Historical Works.
(t) Sagas on Norwegian History. (Konungasiigrzr.) Includes PT-

7276-PT7279. There seems little point in singling out Snorri
Sturluson's Heimshringla (PT7276-78) for special attention,
and it would be rnore consistent to classify it in the appropri-
ate place among the other works in this section.

(2) Sagas on Danish History. Includes PT7282 (except .Y6-8).
There are no "sagas relating to Swetlen" worthy of a separate
category.

(3) Sagas on tlle History of Other Regions. This would include PT-
7281 (except for .E4-6 and .G6-8, which are now classified as
members of the family sagas) .

' (4) Works on Ic,elandic History. Includes PT726348 anclPT7274.
B. F-amily Sagas (Islertdingasiigur.) Includes PT7269, PT728l.E4-6

antl .GG8, PT7288, and PT729l. In this latter classification, the
pattir (sg. pdttur) or "short stories" would have to be allocated
to whichever division of this classification was most appropriate ac-
corcling to their contents.

C. Sagas of Conternporary Events. (Sam.ti6arsdgur). Includes PT-
7270.

D. Bislrop's Sagas. (BisAzpasdgut"). Includes PT727|-72.
E. Sagas of Northern Antiquity. (Fornaldarsi)gur Nordurlanda.) ln-

cludes PT7282.Y6-8 (Yngvars saga vidfcirla) , PT7285, PT7287,
and PT7296.T4-42 (pi6rehs saga af Bern).

F. Sagas of Southern Antiquity (Fornsdgur Sudurlanda ot Riddarasii-
gur) (Sagas of Knights) . These are diviclecl into two classes:

(a) Those sagas that ltave been clearly translated or adaPt-
ed from a continental original.

(b) Those sagas that, while they have their setting in Eu-
rope, Asia Minor, etc., are clearly of native Icelandic
origin. These sagas are sometimes called /ygisogur (Ly-
ing sagas) .

Inclucles PT7294 and PT7296 (except .T4-42 as noted under E).
It may prove wise to divide this section into separate classifications
for the two subtype$ noted.

G. Religious Sagas. (Heilagramannrt sdgut', Postola sdgur, etc.) - In-
cludes PT7298-PT7309.

If the schedule were to be reorganizecl under the lines of the scheme
given above, it woulcl make the task of classification in this clifficult area
rnuch rnore straightforward.

The rernainder of the schedule, including Modern Icelandic Liteta'
ture (PT735l-Pf'7550), presents no Particular problems. It has re-
mainecl substantially unchanged, except for the revision in 1974 of PT-

7501 and PT75ll in which the names of the individual authors were in-

verted ancl new cutter numbers assigned accordingly.
One difficulty that these new guiclelines do not seem to have dealt

with satisfactorilv is those cases in which an author writes in troth Ice-
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landic and English. Thus the Icelancler, Hermann P:ilsson from the
University of Edinburgh, is still listed as Piilsson, Hermann, Hrafnhels
sage og Freysgydlingar (Reykjavik: pj6dsaga, 1962) 8 without a reference
from Hermann; while Einar Pdlssoi, Bahsuid Njdlu (keykjavik: Mimir,
1969),e is listecl as Einar P:ilsson with a cross-reference from Pdlsson,
Einar.ro

The classification of Icelandic works is, therefore, an area still full
of pitfalls for the cataloger, and these continuing difficulties point to
the need for a further set of explicit guidelines to help prevent this
continuing confusion. It appears that only by following madern Ice-
Iandic bibliographical practice can this be achieved. The consequences
of mixing Icelandic and non-Icelanclic systems can be seen all too clear-
ly in Allen's recent Manual of Eu'ropean Languages for Librariat?r.u In
the section BIBLIOLINGUISTICS, 1.1.5, he suggests, contrary to Ice-
lanclic and LC practice, that all Icelandic authors should be cataloged
under their patronyrnics. But not all Icelandic authors use their Pa-
tronymics, and it is in the attempt to deal with this problem that this
system demonstrates why such an approach is unworkable and has been
r,visely abandoned by LC. If an Icelandic writer has a recognizable sur-
name, Miller recommends entering the author under it: Einar Gisli
Hj<i,rleifsson KVARAN (who published under the name Einar H. Kva-
ran). This system comes to grief when attempting to deal with examples
such as the historian.f6n J6nsson A6ils (1869-1920) , who published uncler
both J6n Jdrnsson and .|6n J. A6ils, or the writer Helgi Briem Magnrisson,
(1962- ) who recently published a book on karate. In this latter exam-

ple, Briem, which is listed in 1.1.7 as a "true surname," is here being used
as a second Christian name, although this would not be obvious to the

system, the first volume (1971) of the collectecl writings of Helgi Har-

aldsson :i Hrafnkelsst<i6um would be enterecl under HARALDSSON and

this way will it be possible to prev€nt the kind of problem that apPears

to have lecl to the 
-ornission 

of existing LC printed cards from the Na-

tional Union Catalog: Pre-1956 Imprirtts (Pre-56 NUC).
In the "LC Catalog of Printed Cards" are found the compilation by

.]6n Arnason (1819-1888) ,Isl i indische Miirchen (Vienna, l-q84)'and 
a se'

iection from ti,re main work, Trcillasiigur" (Reykjavik, 1905) , both listed
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under Arnason.l2 Neither of these books is found in Pre-56 NUC, either
in l'olume 2l under Arnason or in volume 283 under J6n, where some
other Icelanders are listed under their first names or are cross-referenced,
e.g., J6n Bjarnason (1845-1914) and J6n Helgason (1899- ). It is at
this point that these books should be found if the entries had been re-
vised in connection with the cataloging revision of 1974. Not only has
the folklorist 

-f6n 
Arnason been lost from the catalog, but so have books

by .f6n Arnason (1665-1743), J6n Arnason (1727-1777), .l6n Arnason
(1830-1876),  J6n Arnason (1875- ) ,  and J6n Arnason (1921- ) . t t
It is to be hopecl that further investigation will not turn up similar ad-
rlitional cleficiencies, but, given the confusion that appears to exist with
respect to Icelandic materials, both ancient and modern, the prosPect of
finding further Icelandic omissions in Pre-56 NUC must be regarded as
a very real possibility. There is, however, one ray of hope in all this
gloom. For books published in Iceland from 1974 on, catalogers will
benefit greatly from the appearance of the Islenzh bdltaskrd, The lce-
Iandic National Bibliogruphy, which is now being prepared on a regular
basis by the National Library of Icelancl.ra
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Margaret Mann Citation, 1977,
Phyllis Allen Richmond

The Margaret Mann Citation in Catalog-
ing and Classification lor 1977 is awarded
to Phyll is Allen Richmond in recognition
of her outstanding teaching of cataloging
and classification, her scholarly publica'
t ions and major contribu.tions to profes-
sional associations, and her continuing ma'
jor contributions to the understanding and
applicatiorz of informution science, of the
theory and practice of subiect analysis,
and of the f ormulation of cataloging
rttles.

Phyll is Allen Richmond

Jalrn Ross MooR.r
(]raduate School and Uniuersitv Center

City Uniaersity of New Yortt

The contributions of Phyllis Allen Richmond to library and informa-
tion science ancl especially to cataloging and classification have been, and
continue to be, many and outstanding. The award of the Margaret
Mann Citation to her in 1977 brings official recognition of her notable
professional achiel'ements.

Born in Boston and raised in Rochester, Dr. Richmond received the

A.B. degree in history in 1942 from Western Reserve University, where
she was elected to Phi Beta Kappa. Following a semester as graduate
scholar at Bryn Mawr College, she served as curator of history, Roch-
ester Museum of Arts & Sciences, from 1943 to 1945 and again in 1946-
47. She received the A.M. degree in history from the University of Penn-
sylvania in 1946, again with the honor of graduate scholar. In 1947-48
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she was an American Council of Learned Societies fellow at Cornell
University; and in 1948-49, she was a Rennett fellow at rhe University
of Pennsylvania, receiving the Ph.D. degree from that institution in the
Iristory of science in 1949. Dr. Richmond was research assistant to the di-
rector of the Institure of the History of Medicine, Johns Hopkins Uni
versity, in 1952 ancl then entered the School of Library Science at Wesr-
ern Reserve University, receiving the M.S.L.S. clegree and election to
Beta Phi Mu in 1956.

Ffer career as a librarian began with the position of serials cataloger
at the University of Rochester Library (1955-60), followed by'that of
supervisor of River Campus Science Libraries (1961-66) and informa-
tion systems Specialist (1966-68) , also at the University of Rochester.
While there she was responsible for six computer-produced, title-a-line
book catalogs (1960-68) for the science and engineering libraries and
for two computer-produced serials lists (1966-68), innovative projects at
that time. After serving as a visiting professor at the School of Library
Science of Western Reserve University during the spring term of 1966,
she turned from libraries to library education as professor of library
-"cience, f irst at Syracuse University in 1969 and, since February 1970, at
Case Western Reserve University. The awarcl citation justly notes her
outstanding teaching of cataloging and classification. Equally successful
with the beginning master's program student in the classroom and in
conference with the doctoral candidate in the final throes of the dis-
sertation, Dr. Richmoncl is that rare instructor who brings to her stu-
dents not only a theoretical knowledge of cataloging and classification
but also knowledge clerived from her practical experience and scholarly
backgrouncl. She brings to her teaching the ability ro presenr complex
topics rvith clarity ancl wit and to gently and subtly prod her students
into cloing more than they ever thought they could with comments on
tl-reir work that are always perceptive, pertinent, and constructive.

Dr. I{ichmoncl has published sixty-nine articles on topics varying
frorn the history of science and medicine to technical articles in library
ancl information science, as well as numerous reviews. The topic of her
dissertation was Americans and the Germ Theory of Disease (Ann Ar-
bor, University Microfi lms, 1949), and she is currently working on an in-
troductory text on PRECIS (PREservecl Context Index System) index-
ing for North American users, having been among the first in this
country to be aware of the value of this new system and to work with
it. Perhaps Fluffy ancl Brownie assisted her with "Cats: An Example of
Concealecl Classification in Subject Headings" (Library Recources dv
Tecltnical Seruices 3:102-12 [Spring 1959]) , but no article was found
about concealed classification in the operations of her ham radio. A re-
cent paper, "Mr. Dewey's Classification, Mr. Cutter's Catalog, and Dr.
Hitchcock's Chickens" (Library Resources lt Technical Services 2l:107-
19 [Spring 1977]) , was presented as the keynote address at the RTSD
program of the ALA Centennial Conference in 1976. In addition to her
own publications, she has served as assistant editor for cataloging and
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classification, Library Resources .ly Technical Services, since I97l; con-
sulting editor of International Classification since 1977; and member of
tlre editorial board, . lournal of the American Society lor Inlormation
Science since 1966.

Active in several professional organizations, she organized and was
first chairman of the Classification Research Special Interest Group of
ASIS. She has servecl ALA as chairman of the RTSD/CCS Classification
Committee, member of the CCS Policy and Research Committee, mem-
ber of the CCS Executive Committee, secretary of the Serials Section,
ancl chairperson of the Esther J. Piercy Award Committee. She is a cor-
responding member of the Classification Research Group (London) and
was a member of two subcommittees of Committee 239 of the Ameri-
can National Standards Institute. She served as consultant on various in-
formation science projects at the American Institute o{ Physics and on
the Bibliographic Control of Microforms Project of the Association of
Research Libraries.

The American Library Association is not the first to honor Dr. Rich-
mond. The American I)ocumentation Institute presented its Technical
Referee Award to her in 1968, and she was named a fellow of the Council
on Library Resources for 1977-78. ln 1972 she received the Award of
Merit of the American Society for Informatiori Science "for her contribu-
tion to the understanding of the theory and practice of subject analysis,
in general, ancl classification, in particular."

The award of the Margaret Mann Citation to Phyllis Allen Rich-
moncl honors an indiviclual outstanding in the fields of cataloging and
classification as a writer, scholar, practitioner, teacher, and contributer
of common sense and tvis<lom. It is fully earned and richly cleservecl.

NOMIATATIONS TOR D78 MARGARET MANN CITATION

Nominations for the 1978 Margaret Mann Citation are invited and
shoulcl be submitted by 15 December 1977 to:. .]ane R. Moore, Library,
Graduate School and University Center, City University of New York,
33 \\t. 42d. St., New York, NY 10036.

The Margaret Mann Citation is awarded annually for outstanding
achievement in cataloging or classification through (l) publication of
significant professional literature, (2) contributions to activities of pro-
{essional cataloging organizations,'(3) technical improvements and/or
introduction of new techniques of recognized importance, or (4) dis-
tinguished work in the area of teaching.

Names of persons previously nominated but not chosen may be re-
submitted. and letters of nomination should include a resumd of the nomi-
nee's achievement.

The citation has been awarded annually since l95l by the Cataloging
and Classification Section. Resources and Technical Services Division,
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American Library Association, and its predecessors, in honor of Mar-
garet Mann. Mann served as heacl of the catalog departments of the
Carnegie Library in Pittsburgh, the Engineering Societies Library in
New York, and the Unir.ersity of I l l inois and from 1926 to 1938 in the
University of Michigan School of Library Science. Her Introduction to
Cataloging and the Classificatiort of Boohs is a classic in rhe field.

NOMTNAT/ONS rOR U78 ESTHER I .  prERCy AWARD

Nominations for the 1978 Esther J. Piercy Award are now being ac-
cepted. They should be submitted by l5 December to: Linda Crismond,
Doheny Library, University o{ Southern California, University Park,
Los Angeles, CA 90007.

Since 1969, the American Library Association's Resources and Tech-
nical Services Division has given the Piercy Award.

Its purpose is to recognize contributions to librarianship in the field
of technical services by a younger librarian-one who has no more than
ten years of professional experience and who has shown outstanding
promise for continuing contributions ancl leadership.

The awarcl may be granted for:
o leadership in professional associations at the local, state, regional, or

national levels;
o contributions to the'development, application, or uti l ization of new

or improved methods, techniques, and routines;
o a significant contribution to professional literature;
o conduct of studies or research in technical services.

Names of persons previously nominated but not chosen may be re-
submitted. Letters of nomination should include a rdsumi of the nomi-
nee's achievements.

The recipients of the Piercy Award to clate are:
1969-Richarcl M. Dougherty
1970-John B. Corbin
I 97 l-.|ohn Phillip Immroth
197Z-Carol A. Nemeyer
1973-GIen A. Zimmerman
197 4-no award presented
1975-John Byrum
1976-Rr,rth Tighe
1977 -no award presentecl

Esther .|. Piercy was active in ALA and several of its divisions. The
author oI Commonsense Cataloging and numerous articles in the field
of librarianship, Piercy was also, from 1950 until her death, editor of
the clivisional journal, Journal of Cataloging and Classification, and its
successor, Librar^v Resources lv Technical Seruices.
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197 8 RESO URCES SC H O LA RSH I P A IIl A RD

The Resources Scholarship Award has been established to honor the
author or authors of a monogr:aph, published article, or original paper
on college ancl university library acquisitions. The award is given by the
Resources Section of ALA's Resources and Technical Services Division.

T'he National Library Services, Inc., of Norwalk, Connecticut, is clo-
nating a $1,000 scholarship to the U.S. or Canadian l ibrary school of the
winning author's choice. That school will select a library student who is
concentrating in the acquisitions or collection development areas to re-
ceive the scholarship money.

A Resources Section Scholarship Jury has been charged with identify-
ing the most significant 1977 article or book. Nominations should be sub-
mitted before l5 December to: Joe Hewitt, Associate University Librari-
an for Technical Services, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hil l,
NC 27514.

The rvinning author ($ wil l be announced on I April 1978, and the
award wil l be presented at the RTSD Resources Section membership
meeting during the 1978 ALA Annual Conference in Chicago.

Herbert S. White was the author of the article winning the 1977
arvarcl. It rvas "Publishers, Libraries ancl Costs of .|ournal Subscriptions
in Times of Funding Retrenchment" in The Library Quarterly, v.46,
no.4, 359-77, October 1976. He chose Indiana University Graduate Li-
brary School to adminisrer the scholarship.

't

1977 RTSD RS Resources Scholarship Auard, presented" Sunday, June 19, 1977. Front
Ielt to tight: Williant lltebb (RS Scholarship lury chairperson), Herbert ll/hite (1977
u,inning, autltor), Abigail Dahl-Hansen (RTSD Resottrces Section chairperson), Martin
B. Berke (president, National Library Sentice, Inc., dottor ol the au,ard.), and Arnolcl
Santos (Natiotral Library Seruice, Inc., originatot of the award.).

I/olume 21, \Tumber 1, Fall 1977 . 385



INDEX
Volume 21.1977

General Procedures Usetl in Compiling the Index

(l) The follou'ing types of entries are inclttded:
a. authors-o] aiticles, of letters, of revierls, and of books revierved (the latter

two categories identified by " (.) " following the name)

b. subjects of articles and of books revierved (the latter id'entifiecl by " (r) ";

sublect entries for inclividuals and corporate agencies are provided sparingl,v

and are identified by " (about) "

c. titles of articles and of Inoks revierved (the latter identified by " (r) ")

(2) Corporate names have been inclexed under the common form of the name as it
' 

normally appears in print (not in inverted form) . Acronyms and initialisms are

recorded aJ Jgch, ancl they are filecl as lvords, whether they are so pronounced

or not .

Paging ol the llolunte

Pages l*104: Number I (Winter 1977)
Pages 105-184: Nrtmber 2 (Spring 1977)
Pages 185-312: Nttmber 3 (Summer 1977)

Pages 3t3-396: Number 4 (Fall 1977)

B

BALLOTS-The View from Technical

Services." 127-46

Berrtz, Dale M., 8l-85

Berlisford, Paul D ,249-73
Boni ,  Wi l l iam F. ,97

Bruer, J. Michael, 232-48

Bymm, John D. Jr., 48-57

c

"Cataloging: OCLC Terminal Plus Print-

er ; '147-55

Cataloging and Classification Section
Annual Report, 85-87

Cataloging Semice (Library of Congress) '
367

Catalogs and catalog production, 3-ll,

il0-19, 147-55 , 249-57

Chan, I-ois Mai, 5&-67, l5F{9

Checklist lor Commercial Processing Ser'

u ices,344

A

"AACR 6 and the Corporate Mystique,"
]i8-67

"AACR Chapter 6 as Adopted, Applied,
and Assessed by Research Libraries,"
48-57

Academic libraries, 4&-.57, 72-76, 77-80,
27 4-8it. 286-302. 368_7 4

Acquisition procednres, 120-26, 218-20,
24r42

"Alphabetical Arrangement and Subject
Collocation in Library of Congress
Subject Headings," l5&-69

"American National Standard System Ior
the Romanization of Slavic-CyriIlic
Characters," Il9

An glo - A nt erican C ataloging Rules
Chapter 6,48-57
Revision, llO-19, 17 g-7 7, 2it7 -58, 259-60
Serials, 58-67

"Alr Approach to an Inventory of the
Collections." 77-80

Austin, Derek, l3-30
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Classification, 108-10, 260-64
Dewey Decimal,260=62
Eastern European history, 35rt-67
Icelandic literature, 375-80
Librarl of Congress, 35M7,3i5-80
Rider's International, 3l-39

Coe, D.  Whitney,48-57
Collection development, 4M7, 368-i 4
Collection Development Committee, 40-

47
C.omaromi, John P., 93-94
Commercial processing services, 170-73,

r74-75
Commercial Processitrg Services Comrnit-

tee,  l7O-73,344
Computer output microfilm, 200, 249-50
coNsER, 223-24
Copley, E. J., 3o4
Copyright, 22&-29, 242-43
Corporate.entry, 58-68
"A Cost Analysis of the Ohio College Li-

brary Center On-Line Shared Cata-
loging Sysrem in rhe Ohio Srate Uni-
versity Libraries," 28G-302

Cost studies. See Time and cost studies.
Cunliffe, \'era,72-76

D

Decimal Classification Editorial Policv
Committee

Annual Report, 93-94
Descriptire cataloging, ?57-58
"Developments in Copying, Micrograph-

ics, and Graphic., Communications,
1976." 187-215

Dewey Decimal Classification, gI-94, 26C_
62

Digger, Jeremy A., l3-30
Discarding of books. Sae Collection de-

velopment,
Divided catalogs, 3-I I

E

Eastern f,uropean history
Classification, 354..-67

"Education for Technical Services: One
School's Response," 68-7 I

Esther J. Piercy Award, nominations, 384

r
Facsimile tmnsmission, 146, 2U2-O3

G

Ganning, trIary Kay Daniels, Bl7-25
Gapen, D. Kaye,286-302

I/olttme 21, Number 4, FaIl 1977

Government publicatiorrs, 243-44
Guidelines lor Handling Library Orders

lor Microfornts, SS2
"Guidelines for Selecting a .Commercial

Processing Service," 17 0-7 3
"Guidelines for the Formulation of Col-

lection Development Policies," 40-.47

H

Hinton, Frances, 176-77
Florvard, Joseph H., 9I-93
Hughes, S. F. D., 37li-80

I

Icelandic literature
Classification, 375-80

"In the Mail," 97, 303
Indexing, 13-30
"Internal Technical Services Statistics."

173
Inr-entories, 7 2-7 6, 7 7 -8O
"Inventory of Monographs in a Universi-

ty Library," 72-76
"Issues in Commercial Processing Ser-

vices," 174-75

J

James, John R.,216-31
Jarmy, Imre T.,321-32

x
Kim, Ung Chon, 98-99 (r)
Kurth, William H.,326 (about)

L

Landram, Christina, 147-55
Library of Congress

Cataloging Distribution Service, 317-25
Clascification, 354-67, 37 5-8O
Subject headings, 156-69, 264-65,

"Linear Programming and Library Deliv-
ery Systems," 333*44

M

McClure, Charles R., 333-44
Machine-readable bibliographic records,

249-50
Maltby, Arthur, 3l-39
Manually Mainttained Serials Records, 353
tr{argaret Mann Citation, nominations,

383
"Margaret Mann Citation, 1977: Phvllis

A. Richmond," 38I
Martin, Mumay S., 89-91

. 3 8 7 .



I\{essick, Frederic \1., 868-7 4
Microforms, 187-215, 249D, 327 -32

trquipment, 195-99
Publishing, 192-95
Standards, 206-08

Moore, Jane Ross, 38I-83
Morita, Ichiko T., 286-302
"Mr. Dewey's Classification, Mr. Cuttcr's

Catalog, and Dr. Hitchcock's Chick-
eus." 107-19

N

Napier ,  Paul  A. ,  187-215
Ne$r'orks, 232-35
New York State Library Autontated Seri'

als Control System,99-100 (r)
"1975 Library tr{icrofilm Rates," 327-32
"Notes on the Author Notations and Ta-

bles Used in Library of Congress
Schedule for Icelandic Literature-
Some Further Consideratiot.ts," 375-
80

o
ocLC, 117-55,286-302

P

Pan, Elizabeth, 99-100 (r)
Partington, David H., 304-05
Patterson, Kelly, 274-85
Paul, Huibert, 345-53
Photocopying equipment, I 87-2 I 5
Policies ol Publishers: A Handbooh lor

Oxler Li.bratiens, 98-99 (r)
PRECTS. l3-30, 266-67
l'revost, N{arie L., I78 (about)
"Progless on Code Revision," 176-77
"A Proposal for the Revision of the Li-

brar' of Congress Classification
Schedules in History for Eastetn Eu-
tope," 3it447

Publishers and publishing, 9&-99 (t) ,
24Mr

R

Reid, Marion T., 120-26
Remington, David G., 174-75
Reproduction of Library Materials Sec'

tion
Annual Report, 87-89

Research libraries, 58-67
Resources and Technical Services Divi-

sion
Annual Reports, 8l-94
Bylaws, 175
Nominees, 1977 election, 95-96
President's Report, 8l-85
Schedule of meetings, 179-80

. 3 8 8 0

"Resources in 1976," 23248
Resources Section

Annual Report, 89-91
Scholarship Arvard, 385

Richmond, Phyllis A., 107-19, 381-82
(about)

"Rider Revisited: Speculations Derived
from an Unused Classification," 3l-
39

Rinehart, Constance, 68-71
Romanization, 3-12, ll9, 303-05
"Romanization Reexamined," 3-12

s
Sassoon, G. J., 304
Serials, 216-31

Cataloging, 5&.67, 220-22
Control systems, 99-100 (r), 224-26,

341'r-53
"Ser ia ls in 1976,"  216-31
"serials Processing: Manual Control 1's.

Automation," 345-53
Serials Section

Annual Report,9l-92
Committee to Stttdy Manually Main'

tained Serials Records, 353
Spalding, C. Sumner, 3-12,303
Spreitzer, Francis F., 8?-89
Standards and Standardization, l19, 206-

08. 251-54
Stevens, Norman D., 178
Subject headings, 264{6
"subject Specialists in Smaller Academic

Libraries," 368-74
A Suley on Telefacsimile Use in Librar-

ies in lhe United States,146

T

Technical sen ices librarians
Education, 6&-71

"Thesis Handling in University Librar-
ies," 274-85

Tirne and cost studies, 286-302, 333-44
"'The Tyranny of Distance' and Other

Australian Acquisitions Problems,"
r2w26

v
Veaner, Allen 8., 127-46
Veryha, Wasyl, 354-67

w
lVelch, Thomas L., 77-80
White, Carol,27tf-85
\ryhite, Herbert S., 385 (about)
Wl'rittaker, Martha, 274-85

Y

"Year's Work in Cataloging and Classifi-

cation: 1976," 249-73
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YOU WILL HAVE-

"c0ilFlDEilcE"
Promptness,is a Traditional part ot
llcGregor Service . . . as well-as:

o EXPERIENCE
o .TRAINED PERSOIIINEL
r FINANCIAL STABILITY
o AMPLE FACILITIES
o RESPONSIBLE IIANAGEMENT

An attractive brochure is
availablc tor the asking.

In Our Complete

Periodicals Service -

All American and Foreign Titles

luttcill: lo
ilcOllOOl

tRtoorc^t!
!uulflN

rtD
vIlER,4.*mqG

MOUNT MORilS, |LLINO|S 6t05a

'gellerg
tional

OUNIVERSITY OCUSTOM
PRESS APPROVAL
DIVISION PROGRAMS

OFIRM ORDERS'CONTINUATIONS 66AUSTIN BLVD
COMMACK, NY.

LL725ORUSH,/RESERVE OSTANDING ORDERS
(516) 543-5600

Servicing Librorles,Throughoul the



nutrmafiuallq
Faxon's automation means even

more than computer speed and accuracy'
It means systems designed to make
Faxon customers virtual experts in sub-
scription management.

Faxon's new SCOPE Service ena-

newal.
Serials control information is also

available from Faxon's @mputer on either
ounched cards or magnetic tape. Li-
braries with data processing capabilities
willfind our inputprecise and time-saving.

Faxon makes automation work for
you. .  .personal ly .

tffir.u. Fnxon comPnng, nc.
:aiuraty 

Magazine subscription Agency
15 Southwest Park, Westwood, Mass. 02090

Tel: 800-225-7894 (toll-free)
61 7-329-3350 (collect in Mass afld Canada

t

P

F
E

*
E
F

c

E
t
t

=
I

d

E
P

Librarians' Guide
to Back Issues
of International
Periodicals
Sciencq lbchnology,
Medicine, Social Science,
Ihe Humanities

IIRIULflTIIIN SVSTBNE
Library Technology Reports has published an update of its July/Sep-

tember, 1975 report on automated circulation control systems. The new

report by william scholz describes and evaluates the following systems:

LIBS lOO (GL Systems Inc.) / SCION (systems Gontrol, Inc')
(ULISYS Universal Library Systems' Ltd.)
Gaylord's Circulation Control System
3M's Invenlory Control System.

The 92 page report is contained in the May, 1977 issue of LTR now

available to non-subscribers as a single issue for $40.

Library TechnologY RePorts
American Library Association
50 East Huron Street
Chicago, lllinois 6061 1



IlO SGIEITTIT'IG&
CALPNOCTTDINGS'

. . . tbe first nulttdlsctpDDa,ry lnde- that
c-onprehenslv_el-y_ oovefis pro6eedinge and
tJre pe1rcre publfshed tn tEem.

Pleaee-entermyotderfor the l978lnde b Scientifrc&Technical Ptued,ingcrx,at theannual
rate of 35fi).
( ) Payment enclosed ( ) Purcbase order to follow ( ) Bill organization

Oryaliatim Dept.

State/hovine z,ip@de

CouDtry

ESf,t *nr.tc ior sdcnrific lntonrilbno
325ch€3tnut Str€€t. Phitad€tphia, pa 19106, u s A . Tet: (215) 92+33@. cabt€: SctNFo, Tel€x; 64-5.305
Euroorn Olfrco
132 Hagft Str€€t Uxbr&t96. Micdtescx. U K. T€a- Uxbrrdge 3oqt5, T€tex: 336S

Telephone a.sr r

Plwmd noninforutioa ( )



0ne-half Million Reasons
You ileed I{ICEM lndexes!

The University of Southern California
through the National Information Center for Educational Media offers

Subscription to Complete Non Print Information Service
(1977-1978) with access lo Vz million

annotated Audio/Visual Tit les.

For Use By
o Teachers
o AV & Training Directors
r Department Heads
r Librarians
r Curriculum Supervisors
o Schools and Gollege

Administrators
o Educational Media Sales &

Prod uction Organizations
o Instructional Technologist

Microfiche
Indexes available

Kinds Ot lnformation provided:
y' Gonlent of each title
y' Physical description of media
y' Year of release in Uniied States
y' Edition or version
y' Tit les according to subject areas
y' Series title reference
y' Name and address of producers and

distributors of the media tit les
1/ Over 21 descriptive elements

available on each tit le

16mm Educational Films 4 vol' (6th ed')
35mm Educational Filmstrips 2 vol. (6th ed.)
Educationdl Audio TaPeq (4th ed.)
Educational Video TaPes (4th ed.)
Educational Records (4th ed.)
8mm Motion Cartridges (Sth ed.)
Educational Overhead Transparencies 2 vol. (5th ed.)
Educational Slides. (3rd ed.)
Producers and Distributors (4th ed.)
Psychology - Multimedia (3rd ed.)
Health and Safety Educational - Multimedia (3rd ed')
Vocational and Technical Education - Multimedia (3rd ed.)
Environmental Studies - Multimedia (1st ed.)
Free Educational Material-Multimedia (1st ed.)

For tree descriptive brochure on '
The Subscription Servic,e write:

Natlonal
Inforlnation
Cenler tot
Educalional
Media

Department LR
University of Southern California
University Park
Los Angeles, CA 90007
Phone: (21 3) 741 -6681 or 741-5408

Indexes To



If Raphael hadwrittenthis letter on Permatife,"
it would still be around today.

A few copies of Holinshed's chronicles exist today. If theyd been printed
on Permalile, there'd be a lot more. A document printed on permalife
today should be around to greet the historians of2377.

- -.1-ermalife, now produced with pure artesian well water by Howard paper
Mills, meets National Library Association standards for an archival paper.
. Itb--u9: in bond, printing pape4 anda numberof heaviergradei 

'

mcluding library card stock. specify permalife. your printer.utr g"t
some in a hurry from any Howard paper Merchant.

I
a

@![
IIM

frEM]NMMIre|m

HOWARD PAPER MILLS, INC., p.o. Box 982, Dayton, Ohio 45401 !{(OI4/./PD



Library Services for Adult Readers

INFORMATION
FOR THh
COMMUNITY
Manfred Kochen and Joseph C. Donohue, Editors

This book is the first comorehensive treatment of community infdrmation
and referral (l & R) centers-those agencies that act as contact points
people wi th problems and the serv ices that  are needed to help wi th these
problems. l t  analyzes the needs that  gave r ise to the many organizat ions
providing | & R services, and describes some approaches that have succel
and some that have failed. Unified by the general consideration of efficacy
in the del ivery of  informat ion,  the authors delve deeply into the socia l '
economic,  and technical  problems involved in creat ing and operal ing con
muni ty in lormat ion and referra l  serv ices,  and explore di rect ions for  luture
work and research

Each ol the authors of chapters in lnlotmation fot the Community h:as
made s igni f icant  contr ibut ions to the study and development o l

mat ion science and informat ion serv ices.  Whi le many of  them
already written extensively on the subiects they address t

\ their chapters were written expressly for /nlormation
the Community, or were extensively revised, so

together they would form a balanced
all important aspects of the subiect.

t 
A resource guide provides information about publi(

and about organizations aclive in the information and

referral movement.

Inlotmation tor the Communify is a book that will be important to
people in many fields of work and study-to social workers, to social

service administrators, and to the library and information science

Interest
lnlormation for EverydaY
Survivaf : WhatYou Need ahd
Where to Get lt
Prisci'a Gotsick ot lhe Appalachian
Aclu lt Education Center

An annotated l ist of tree and inexpensive
materials arranged under such basic
categories as Aging, Children, Free Time,
and Hous ing  Some sample  subhead ings
are Abortion, Getting a Job, Personal
Finance. and Remodeling a Home The
format ol this biblioglaphy was designed
for an audience nol in the habit of going
to books for answers The tit les were
selected for readabil ity, and the reliance
on booklets keeps purchasing costs touJ

400p. Paper LC76-135il
lsBN GE389-0211-r 310-00

294 p. Cloth
lSBN G8389-0208-r (1976)

s10'00

Other ALA Publications of

Library Materials in Service
to the Adull New Reader
Helen Huguenor Lyman

Published here as a comPrehensive
report, from the background of the
research through to the principal recom-
mendations, this voIume not only estab-
lishes cri lelia lor evaluating teading
materials. but also provides a multitude
of information about the new literate and
his use oi the media. This study wil l
guide tibrarians, community workers,
teachers, publishers, and editors in both
creating and selecting l i lerature for these
newcomers to the reading Public.
648 p. Pag€r 8:189-0147-6 (19?3) $10.00

Fulure of G6ne.al Adult
and Reading in America
Petet S Jennison and Robeft M
Sheridan, editors

Trends in readership were viewed
varying degrees of confidence or
by a group of 85 editors, crit ics,
ians, publishers, authors,
media soecialists al the 1969
conference staged bY ALA's Adutt
vices Division. This volume presents
papers delivered at the conference,
gether with reports ot the l ively
sions that followed.

176p. Clolh 83E9-3105-7 (1971)

- n
1.+lll AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, 50 East r.ruron street, chicaso, ltlinois 60611
-Ory



Soo6p/*@
INTRODUCTION TO CATALOGING
AND CLASSIFICATION

5th ed. Bohdan S. Wynar, with the assistance
of John Phillip Immroth.

Authoritative in content and comprehensive in
coverage, the completely revised fifth edition
is the most current cataloging textbook avail-
able today.

"Foranyone tempted to teach an introductory
course from AACR only to find its complexity
inducing student frustration, this text solves
the problem" (4th ed.t LR&IS, Summer 74)

I976. 426p. 8I5.00 cloth, $10.00 paper U.S. and Cannda; $18.00 ctoth, $I 2.00 paper
else where. LC 75 -44 3 24. ISBN 0- 8 72 8 7- t 60 - 6cl. : - I 6 I -4pa.

AN INTRODUCTION TO
CLASSIFICATION AND NUMBER
BUILDING IN DEWEY

Marty Bloomberg and Hans Weber. Edited
by John Phillip Immroth.

A better way to train library technical assis-
tants-this step-by-step manual covers:

/ historyand generalcharacteristics of DDC
l8th edition and 1Oth abridged edition

/ 10 chapters each detailing a major class,
with number building examples and
solutions

/ use of Relative Index, book numbers.

"The work's valuahk feature consists of some
100 specific exercises . . . each worked out
in detail and exphined simply, step by step"
(C-arwdian Library Journal, June 77).

1 976. 1 99p. $1 2.50 U.S. and
Canada; $I 5.00 elsewhere. LC
7 6-2 69 75. rSBN 0-8 7 28 7- t r s-0.

librories Unlimid, lnc. .n,,".o",';?i.:"J,?83



Address

State- Zia-

DU|(ANE COBPORAnOHi/AUo|O -vlsuAt Dtv lsloNl
DEPT, LRlO,/$T- CHARTES;,[llilglS 601 74



THE STATE OFTHE ARTtr
Susan K.  Mart in  and Bret t  But ler ,  edi tors

These proceedings of the preconference institute, held at Las Vegas, Nevada,
in June of  1973,  rev iew and evaluate the advances in l ibrary automat ion s ince the
ear l ier  inst i tu te in  1967.  Unl ike the proceedings of  the f i rs t  meet ing,  they focus
on operating systems and operational technology. Leaders in the field present
papers reviewing changes in the past f ive years, a hardware review, four
appl  icat ions rev iews (publ  ic  serv ices,  cata log ing,  acquis i t ions,  and " innovat ive"
applications), a statement of personnel needs, and a forecast for the future.
Discussion per iods are inc luded in the text  and are a valuable supplement  to
the prepared ta lks.  The volume also inc ludes an extensive b ib l iography
compiled by Martha W. West.

Paper LC 75-20168 ISBN 0-8389-3152-9 (1975) $7.50

Order Department
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
50 East Huron Street, Chicago, lL 6061 1






